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The Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition (linear programming) principle 
published in 1960 involves the solving of large-scale mathematical 
programming problems of particular structure. Large practical 
problems of this type typically involve many constraints and a large 
number of variables. For instance, a manufacturer who manufactures 
various types of household items (thus having many decision variables) 
may be faced with a multiplant production and distribution problem, 
needing to maximize profits subject to many constraints such as 
factory .capacities, market potential, raw material availability, 
budgetary limitations and legal requirements; of which the coupling 
constraints. (constraints used to link the common resources) may arise 
from common budgetary limitations on the plants, from common capital 
used for expansion, or from demands for products whose production 
involves more than one plant. 
Often a linear program will ·be large only because it deals 
with subsystems with similar types of structure, repeated either in 
time or location, with the subsystems having relatively few items 
in common. The Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition principle has been found 
to be most efficient when applied to problems whose coefficient 
matrices have angular structure (i.e. one or more independent blocks 
linked by coupling equations). However, solving this type of general 
large-scale problem using manual calculations (even with the help of 
programmable calculators) is totally out of the question. This leads 
to the aim of this research which follows. 
The objective of this project is to implement an efficient 
ALGOL coded version of the Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition algorithm 
(derived from the principle basically) so as to enable: 
1) Large scale linear programming problems in real life to be 
solved based on the Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition principle 
with the use of computer. 
2) Both undergraduate and postgraduate students to solve 
related problems by computer in order to have a better 
understanding of the principle and at the same time provide 





II THEORETICAL ASPECTS 
Consider a company having two divisions, producing two and 
three products, respectively. Each has its own internal resource 
for production, e.g. labour and machines. The divisions are 
coupled by the fact that there is a shared resource which both use, 
for example, a raw material of limited availability. Let division 
1 have limited amounts b 1 and b 2 of its internal resources, and 
division 2 have similar availability b 3 . If the limitation on the 
common resource is b 0 , then the problem is formulated as follows: 
(with aim of minimizing costs) 
Objective Function: 
Subject to Constraints: 
~ 0 j=l,2 
~ 0 j=l,2,3 
where xij is the quantity of product j produced by division i. 
and cij is the cost of producing a unit of product Xij· 
aij is the quantity of common resources (such as raw 
material) required to produce 1 unit of product j from 
division i. 
b .. is the quantity of internal resource i (such as 1] 
machine or labour) required to produce 1 unit, of product j. 
Z is the value of objective function. 
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The above constraints consist of two independent subproblems 
of inequalities, each pertaining to internal operation of one 
division, and one coupling constraint, introduced by the common 
resource. This situation could generalize to large problem of 
following structure: 
p 
Minimize (or Maximize) Z ~ 
i=l 
Subject to 
C·X. 1 1 
.............•...... + A X 
where X. and b. are now vectors of variables. 
1 1 
C. are cost vectors. 
1 
and A.'s, B.'s are now matrices. 
1 1 
p p 
B X b p p p 
X. ~ 0 i 
1 
1,2, ... p 
The above angular type of structure may be solved using the 
Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition algorithm as follows: 
1) Form an equivalent "master program" which essentially consists 
p 
of the coupling constraints (i.e. ~ 
i=l 
A.X. = b 0 ) 1 1 
and the convexity constraints (i.e. ~ W. = 1, W.~O). The j J J 
W. 's in the convexity constraints denote the weights of the 
J 
various proposals (namely, the optimal solutions of various 
subproblems) to the master program. 
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2) Using the simplex multipliers or prices as parameters 
together with the original objective function to form the 
objective functions for various subproblem sets. (i.e. 
B.X. = b., i=l,2, •.. p). 
l. l. l. 
3) Apply Simplex or the Revised Simplex method to obtain optimal 
solutions·for each subproblem set. 
4) Entering columns to the master program are generated from 
the optimal solutions obtained for various subproblem sets. 
5) Consider only these entering columns, which could improve the 
current master solution, as the candidate proposals to the 
master program and pivot them in the order of merit. 
6) The master program is then tested for optimality and new 
multipliers or prices are computed. 
7) Repeat step 2 to step 6 until optimal solution is obtained 




III PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION 
At present, there are but a few inefficient programming 
codes for Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition algorithm. This could be due 
to the fact that most of the algorithms being described so far are 
not suitable for coding purposes without modification. Thus, prior 
to the actual coding of the program, there were a number of areas 
in the algorithm to be investigated: 
1) Finding of solution approaches available in solving both 
the master program and the subproblem sets, and the 
selection of best route of approach in terms of minimizing 
computer core storage and running time. So far, Simplex 
and the Revised'Simplex Method#are commonly used in solving 
subproblem sets and the master program respectively. A 
comparison has been made between the two methods as regards 
to the use of computer (see Appendix E) and Revised Simplex 
is found to be superior, hence this method is adopted in 
solving both the various subproblem sets and the master 
program. 
# (Simplex Method is merely a procedure which converts a 
system of equations to a canonical form with the introduction 
of artificial variables thus creating a corresponding basic 
solution. The optimal solution of the problem is then under-
taken in two phases. In phase I, the sum of artificial 
variables is minimized and if the sum is reduced to zero, the 
original problem has a feasible solution and phase II is 
entered. In phase II, the true objective function is 
optimized. However, if the sum of artificial variables 
cannot be reduced to zero, then the original problem has 
no feasible solution. During the process of searching for 
an optimal solution, at each iteration, it picks a variable 
to enter the basis and another variable to leave the basis. 
In the case where no variable is eligible to leave the 
basis and thus no variable can in turn enter the basis, the 
original problem is said to have an unb~unded solution. 
Revised Simplex Method is similar to Simplex Method 
basically except that it only generates the necessary 
information required.) 
2) Selection strategies as regards to whether all possible p 
proposals (or candidates) should be attached to the master 
program in a single cycle or only the best proposal (or 
candidate) which prices out most negatively. The former 
strategy is found to be reaching the optimal solution 
within fewer cycles, as compared to the latter, however, 
the following additional tests are necessary with the 
adoption of the former strategy: 
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a) Test the optimality of master program each time, after 
the best proposal is pivoted into the master basis though 
there are still p-1 or less proposals to be considered. 
b) After the best proposal (out of the p or less proposals) 
has been pivoted into the master basis, the previously 
known to be second-best proposal may not be the best 
proposal in this cycle, namely, the order of merit for 
the remaining proposals are to be_ computed and best 
proposal is then to be reselected. 
3) The adoption of postoptimality technique in searching for 
optimal solution for subproblem sets. We have found that 
after the optimal solutions for subproblem sets have been 
obtained for the 1st master cycle, the solutions could be 
retained and served as the starting feasible solutions for 
the respective subproblem sets in the later master cycles, 
instead of resolving the subproblem sets each time from 
scratch (i.e. forming of initial basis, driving out of 
corresponding artificial variables .••.. etc.). The post-
optimality performed on the various subproblem sets could 
speed up the process tremendously. Thus this technique has 
been included in the algorithm for coding purposes. 
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There are programs available for solving linear programming 
Simplex Method and Revised Simplex Method but most of these are 
written in FORTRAN # and the programme structures are rather rigid 
due to lack of flexible features available in ALGOL such as 
declaration of variable bound arrays etc. Since these FORTRAN 
routines could not be used without appropriate modification, it is 
considered to be more worthwhile to recode these routines rather 
than applying the existing modules, in order to maintain the 
consistency throughout the design of the data structure for the 
entire program. 
# (Though there is a Revised Simplex routine available in TEMPO-
a mathematical programming package, which is written in 
ALGOL-liked language. The program module set up is very 
much package dependent and is not suitable for use without 
modification) . 
CHAPTER IV 
PROGRAM DESIGN AND DOCUMENTATION 
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IV PROG~, DESIGN AND DOCUMENTATION 
1) General 
The program for the Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition linear 
programming algorithm is coded in ALGOL language. It is designed 
to be package-liked and very much user orientated as far as 
efficiency is concerned (i.e. 'Efficient' in terms of user point 
of view as regards to how feasible are the various facilities 
provided by the code in meeting the user requirements). 
2) Program Structure 
The program essentially consists of 3 main sections: 
a) Editing of Input Data 
This section handles the editing of input data 
specified by the user. Information related to the character-
istics of the user's problem such as the number of objective 
functions, the number of coupling constraints and the number 
of constraints in various subproblem sets etc., are treated 
as part of the control data, and these specification are 
later used as a guide in validating subsequent input data. 
If the amount of input data being read does not meet the 
respective specification, a relevant error message is printed 
and the program is subsequently aborted. A list of possible 
error messages is illustrated in Appendix D. 
b) Generating of Solutions for Subproblem Sets 
This section has been implemented to obtain the 
optimal solution for each subproblem set using the Revised 
Simplex Method. Objective functions for various independent 
subproblem sets are set up to contain variable parameters so 
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that they are influenced by the simplex multipliers or 
prices passed down from the master program. Optimal solutions 
generated for various subproblem sets are saved after each 
master cycle, and used as the initial feasible solution for 
the corresponding subproblem set in the subsequent cycle in 
order to reduce the computer process time. 
In case where no optimal solution is obtainable for 
a particular subproblem set, 'the program will terminate 
abnormally with one of the following informative messages 
printed: 
i) "NO COLUMN IN THE TABLEAU IS ELIGIBLE TO LEAVE THE 
BASIS AFTER N ITERATIONS THUS SUBSYSTEM P HAS AN 
UNBOUNDED SOLUTION" 
OR 
ii) "ARTIFICIAL VARIABLE BEING PIVOT INTO THE BASIS 
THUS SUBSYSTEM P HAS AN INFEASIBLE SOLUTION" 
The following modules are set up to handle various 
functions in this section: 
a) ADDSLASURART 
This procedure is used to convert a system of constraint 
equations in each subproblem set to its equivalent 
canonical form by introducing the slack, surplus and/or 
artificial variables depending on the status of.each 
constraint. 
b) SETUPBASIS 
This procedure is used to set up the initial basis 
inverse for various subproblem sets before they are 
solved for the first time. 
c) ZJMINUSCJ 
This procedure computes the Z. -C. values for all 
J J 
vectors not in the basis and thus detect for 
optimality for various subproblem sets. If optimality 
has not been reached it determines the entering vector 
and leaving vector appropriately. 
d) UPDATE 
This procedure updates the basis inverse of various 
subproblem sets once the pivot element is found. 
e) MATRIXREINVERSION 
This procedure is used to reinvert the basis inverse of 
corresponding subproblem set in order to prevent the 
loss of accuracy in data computed due to accumulation 
of ~ounding pff errors. 
c) Optimizing of the Master Program 
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This section has been implemented to search for an 
optimal solution (if any) for the entire user problem. It is 
set up to be closely linked with the last section so that prices 
(or simplex multipliers) could be passed down via the respective 
objective functions. Revised Simplex is again used in 
optimizing the master program except that the entering columns 
are now formed by using the proposals sent up by the various 
subproblem sets. All eligible proposals are pivoted into the 
master basis in order of merit and best candidate is 
reselected each time. 
Similar to last section, one of the following relevant 
messages will be printed wherever there is an infeasible or 
unbounded solution to the master program, i.e. 
i) "NO INCOMING CANDIDATE COLUMN GENERATED FROM 
SUBSYSTEMS WHEN IN PHASE I THUS MASTER PROBLEM 
HAS AN INFEASIBLE SOLUTION" 
OR 
ii) "NO COLUMN IN THE TABLEAU IS ELIGIBLE TO LEAVE 
THE MASTER BASIS IN ITERATION T DURING THE PIVOTING 
OF ENTERING COLUMN FROM SUBSYSTEM P THUS THE PROBLEM 
HAS AN UNBOUNDED SOLUTION" 
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There are 3 main modules used in this section, namely, 
a) FORMENTERCOL 
This procedure is used to form the various proposals 
based on the solution sets obtained from the 
respective subproblem sets. 
b) PIVOTENTERCOL 
This procedure handles the pivoting of eligible 
candidate proposals into the master and updates the 
basis inverse accordingly. 
c) WRITETODISK 
This procedure is used to save the intermediate 
results onto disk for future processing. 
Listing of the source program and flow chart for the code are 
shown in Appendices B and A respecitvely. 
3} Data Structures 
A. Arrays 
i) Boolean Arrays 
a) MP[O: 7] 
This array stores the flags set for printing 
various information from the master program in each 
cycle. (See paragraph Output under sub-heading Input 
And Output Parameter for details). By default, all 
these flags are set to TRUE. 
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b) S [l:NUMBLOCKS, 0:7] 
This 2-dimensional array stores the flags 
set for printing various information on each subproblem set 
in each iteration (see paragraph Output under sub-heading 
Input And Output Parameter for details). By default all 
these flags are set to TRUE. 
The 1st dimension of the array indicates the particular 
subproblem set. 
The 2nd dimension of the array indicates the 8 options 
flags available for the corresponding subproblem set. 
ii) Integer Arrays 
a) BINDEX [O:BSIZE] 
This array stores the indices of variables in 
the basis for a particular subproblem set. Indices 0 and 
-1 are used to indicate the permanent basicvariables, 
namely the values of objective function for phase II 
and phase I respectively. 
b) DUMMYOBJ [0:2 * SIZE + 1] 
This array stores the dummy objective values 
(i.e. -1) for all artificial variables attached to the 
basis which is to be reinverted using module MATRIXREINVERSION. 
c) NUMCOLS [O:NUMBLOCKS] 
This array denotes the number of variables in 
each subproblem set. 
d) NUMROWS [O:NUMBLOCKS] 
This array denotes the number of constraints in 
each subproblem set. 
f) STATUS [O:NUMBLOCKS, l:MAXROWNO] 
This 2-dimensional array stores the status of 





TYPE OF CONSTRAINT 
The lst dimension of the array indicates the particular 
subproblem set. -
The 2nd dimension denotes the respective constraint in 
the corresponding subproblem set. 
g) VARSTATUS [l:MAXCOLNO] 
1his array stores integer values to indicate 
the status of variables in a particular subproblem set. 
VALUE TYPE OF VARIABLES 
1 Real, Non-basic 
2 Real, Basic 
3 Slack, Non-basic 
4 Slack, Basic 
5 Surplus, Non-basic 
6 Surplus, Basic 
7 Artificial, Non-basic 
8 Artificial, Basic 
h) WEIGHT [2:MSIZE] 
This array stores the weights of all proposals 
in the master basis. 
i) XSIZE [l:NUMBLOCKS] 
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This array stores the total number of variables 
(excluding surplus and artificial variables) of each sub-
problem set. 
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iii) Real Arrays 
a) A [l:NUMBLOCKS, l:MAXROWNO, l:MAXCOLNO] 
This 3-dimensional array stores the coefficients 
of variables in the constraints of each subproblem set. The 
1st dimension of the array indicates the particular subproblem 
set that is currently referred to. 
The 2nd dimension indicates the constraint in that subproblem 
set. 
The 3rd dimension indicates the variable associated with the 
coefficient, e.g. A[l,2,3] refers to the coefficient associated 
with the 3rd variable of 2nd constraint in the 1st subproblem 
set. 
b) B [O:BSIZE, -l:BSIZE] 
This array is used to store the basis inverse of each 
subproblem set. The 1st dimension indicates the row of basis 
inverse. 
The 2nd dimension indicates the column of basis inverse. 
c) BIGX [2:MSIZE, l:MVAR] 
This array stores the optimal solutions of subproblem 
sets which form the various proposals whose weights are 
currently in the master basis. 
The 1st dimension of the array indicates the various rows in 
the master basis (excluding the Oth and 1st row.s where 
permanent basic variables are located). 
The 2nd dimension of the array denotes the respective variables 
in the solution of particular subproblem set. 
d) C [l:NUMBLOCKS, 1 :MAXROWNO, 1 :MAXCOLNO] 
This array stores the coefficient matrix of the 
coupling constraints. 
The 1st dimension of the array indicates the block of 
coupling constraints which the subproblem set is 
associated with. 
The 2nd dimension denotes the respective coupling 
constraints. 
The 3rd dimension denotes the respective variable in 
the coupling constraint, associated with the particular 
subproblem set. 
e) CONS TRNAME [ 0 :NUMB LOCKS , 1 : MAXROWNO] 
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This array is used to store the name of each 
constraint, the name has to be uniquely assigned otherwise 
program will terminate abnormally. The 1st dimension of 
the array denotes the particular subproblem set. 
The 2nd dimension refers to a constraint of a particular 
subproblem set, e.g. CONSTRNAME [3,2] refers to the name 
for the 2nd constraint of the 3rd subproblem set. 
f) FY [O:BSIZE] 
This array is used to store the transformed 
entering column before it is pivoted into the basis inverse 
of subproblem set. It is set up locally in module UPDATE. 
g) FY [O:MSIZE] 
This array is used to transform the best proposal 
before it is pivoted into the master basis. It is set up 
locally in module PIVOTENTERCOL. 
h) M [O:MSIZE, -l:MSIZE] 
This 2-D array stores the basis inverse of the 
master program. 
The 1st dimension denotes the row of the basis inverse. 
The 2nd dimension denotes the column of the basis 
inverse and -1 column stores the values of basic 
variables. 
i) MY [l:NUMBLOCKS, O:MSIZE] 
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This array is used to store the various entering 
columns for the master program, formed in the respective 
subproblem set. 
The 1st dimension refers to the particular subproblem set. 
The 2nd dimension denotes the respective row in the entering 
column. 
j) NEWB [O:SIZE, ~2:2 * SIZE +1] 
This array is used for reinverting the basis inverse, 
half of the array will become the new basis inverse at end of 
matrix reinversion. It is set up locally in module 
MATRIXREINVERSION. 
k) OBJ [l:NUMBLOCKS, l:MVAR] 
This array is used to store the original coefficients 
of the objective function for each subproblem set 
(temporarily) • 
The 1st dimension corresponds to the subproblem set that 
is currently referred to. 
The 2nd dimension refers to the variable associated. 
1) OBJCOEFF [l:NUMOBJ, O:NUMBLOCKS, l:MAXCOLNO] 
This array stores the coefficients of the objective 
function. 
The 1st dimension denotes the number of the objective 
function that is currently referred to. 
The 2nd dimension indicates the associated subproblem 
set. 
The 3rd dimension refers to the variable which the 
coefficient is attached to. 
m) OTINDEX [l:NUMBLOCKS, O:OTSIZE] 
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The 2-D array is used to store the indices of all 
basic variables for various subproblem sets at optimality. 
The 1st dimension refers to the particular subproblem set. 
The 2nd dimension indicates the row index of the basis 
inverse. 
n) OTS [l:NUMBLOCKS, O:OTSIZE, -l:OTSIZE] 
This array is used to store the basis inverse for 
various subproblem sets at optimality. 
The 1st dimension is used to refer to the particular 
subproblem set. 
The 2nd dimension refers to the row of the basis inverse. 
The 3rd dimension refers to the columns of the basis inverse. 
o) PROBLEMNAME [0: 4] 
This array is used to store the name of the user 
problem. 
p) RCOSTF [l:NUMBLOCKS] 
This array is used to compute the relative cost 
factor of all entering columns, formed in the various 
subproblem sets. 
q) TEMP [-l:BSIZE] 
This array is set up locally in module UPDATE for 
storing the leaving row before it is updated. 
r) TEMP [-l:MSIZE] 
This array is set up locally in module PIVOTENTERCOL 
to be used as temporary storages for the leaving row 
in master basis. 
s) TEMP [0: 1] 
This array is used for intermediate storage 
purposes; it is set up locally in module ZJMINUSCJ. 
t) TEMP [2:MSIZE] 
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This array is set up locally in module FORMENTERCOL 
for the use of temporary storage. 
u) TEMPX [0:1] 
This array is used for intermediate storage for 
computing purposes. 
v) VARNAME [ 0 : NUMBLOCKS , 1 : MAXCOLNO] 
This array is used to store the variable names 
assigned to the variables in each subproblem set. 
The 1st dimension denotes the particular subproblem set. 
The 2nd dimension denotes a variable of a particular 
subproblem set. 
w) X [l:MAXCOLNO] 
This array stores the optimal solution of each 
subproblem set temporarily. 
x) XVALUE [ 1: NUMB LOCKS , 1: MVAR] 
This array stores the optimal solution of various 
subproblem sets initially and later it is used to store 
the final solution of respective subproblem sets. 
The 1st dimension refers to the particular subproblem set. 
The 2nd dimension refers to the respective variables in 
that subproblem set. 
y) Y [O:BSIZE] 
This array is used to store the entering column formed 
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for the basis inverse of the subproblem set. 
z) ZJCJ [O:ARRAYSIZE] 
This array is set up locally in module ZJMINUSCJ and 




i) Boolean Variables 
a) FOUND 
A local flag used in modules ZJMINUSCJ and 
MATRIXREINVERSION, it is used to denote a particular 
variable is/is not in the basis. It is set to 
FALSE initially. 
b) MASTEROPTIMAL 
A flag set to indicate master program has/has not 
reached optimality, it is set to FALSE initially. 
c) NOENTERCANDIDATE 
A flag set to indicate whether there are any 
eligible proposals to enter the master program, 
it is set to TRUE initially. 
d) OPTIMAL 
A flag set to denote the subproblem set has/has not 
reached optimality, it is set to a value FALSE 
initially. 
ii) Integer Variables 
a) ADVANCESOLN 
This is a flag denotes whether an initial solution 
is/is not provided. 
b) ARRAYSIZE 
This parameter stores the total number of variables 
(including slack, surplus and artificial) of 
various subproblem sets. 
c) BLKNO 
Similar to NUMBLOCKS, set up for editing the 
input data. 
d) BSIZE 
This parameter denotes the size of basis inverse 
for various subproblem sets. 
e) CONVEXROW 
A local variable set up in module FORMENTERCOL 
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for linking the various proposals to the correspond-
ing convexity rows in the master basis. 
f) ECOL 
A local variable used in module MATRIXREINVERSION 
for storing the index of the entering column. 
g) ENTERCOL 
This parameter indicates the index of the non-basic 
variable which is eligible to enter the basis of 
the subproblem set. 
h) ITERATION 
A counter to keep track of the number of iterations 
computed for the various subproblem sets. 
i) LEAVEROW 
This parameter denotes the index of the leaving 
row in the subproblem set's basis. 
j) LROW 
A local variable used in module MATRIXREINVERSION 
for storing the index of the leaving row. 
k) MAXCOLNO 
This parameter is used to store the maximum number 




This parameter is used to store the maximum number 
of constraints among all the subproblem sets and 
coupling constraints. 
m) MIT· 
A counter for: the number of master cycles. 
n) MPHASE 
A flag set to indicate whether the master pgoram is 
in PHASE I (1) or Phase II (O). 
o) MSIZE 
This variable indicates the size of the inverse of 
the master program. 
p) MVAR 
This parameter stores the total number of variables 
in ench subp"."oblem set. 
q) NUMBLOCKS 
This parameter indicates the number of subproblem 
sets in the entire problem. 
r) NUMCOEFF 
This parameter stores the number of real variables 
for each subproblem set. 
s) NUMOBJ 
This variable denotes the number of objective 
functions in the problem. By default, it has assumed 
to have only 1 objective function for the problem 
unless otherwise stated. 
t) OBJNO 




A local variable used in module UPDATE for storing 
the index of the basic variable which is currently 
leaving the basis of subproblem set. 
v) OTSIZE 
This variable indicates the maximum possible size of 
the basis inverse for subproblem sets. 
w) OUTITERATION 
This parameter specifies the number of master 
cycles to be computed before the intermediate 
result is written onto disk. By default it has 
a value 30. 
x) PHASE 
A flag set to denote the state of subproblem set. 
0 for PHASE II. 
1 for PHASE I. 
y) QUITERATION 
This variable denotes the number of master cycles 
to be computed before the program is aborted. By 
default, it has a value 40. 
z) ROWLEAVE 
A local variable used in module PIVOTENTERCOL for 
storing the index of leaving row in the master 
basis. 
zz) TOLITERATION 
This parameter denotes the number of iterations to 
be computed before a matrix reinversion is performed 
on the basis inverse of the subproblem set, by default, 
it is set to a value 20. 
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Other integer variables such as !, Il, 12, 13, 14, 
15, 16, 17, I8, J, Jl, J2, J3, J4, J5, J6, J7, J8, 
K, Kl, K4, K6, K8, L, Ll, L8, N and Ml are used as 
loop counter in the program. 
iii) Real Variables 
a) CARDID 
This parameter stores the type of control card 
being read in. No control card has a name of more 
than 6 characters. 
b) CONTRID 
This variable stores the name of the constraint 
that is currently referred to, for the purpose of 
editing the input. 
c) MBXTOL 
This parameter is used to store the value of the 
tolerance, set for reinverting the basis inverse 
of a subproblem set. By default, it is set to 
10 ** (-5). 
d) MINRATIO 
A variable declared locally in modules ZJMINUSCJ, 
PIVOTENTERCOL and MATRIXREINVERSION respectively 
for storing the minimum value of the ratio test 
computed so far. It is initialised to a value 
10 ** (10). 
e) MINZJCJ 
A parameter set up locally in module MATRIXREINVERSION 
for computing the minimum Z.-c. values during the 
J J 




This variable stores the product of pivot 
elements which were generated from the iterations 
computed so far. This is then used to compare 
with MBXTOL to determine the reinversion of the 
basis matrix. 
g) RATIO 
This parameter is used to store the value of the 
ratio test computed temporarily. It is set up 
locally in modules ZJMINUSCJ, PIVOTENTERCOL and 
MATRIXREINVERSION respectively. 
h) RHSTOL 
This parameter is used to store the tolerance set 
for the value of the basic variables before the 
ratio test is carried out. By default, it is set 
to 10 ** (-5). 
i) VARID 
This parameter stores the name of the variables 
that are currently referred to, it is set up for 
editing the input. 
j) WOA 
A parameter used to store intermediate result for 
computing the entering candidate for the master 
program, it is set up locally in FORMENTERCOL. 
k) WlA 
As described in WOA. 
1) ZJCJ 
This variable stores the Z.-c. values computed 
J J 
temporarily during the reinverting of the matrix 




This parameter stores the tolerance set for the 
z.-C. rows to prevent degeneracy occuring. It 
J J 
is set to 10 ** (-5) by default. 
i) ADVANCEFILE 
This file is set up to store the initial feasible 




This is the input file containing information on both 
the control cards and data cards defining the user 
problem. 
iii) DATAFILE 
This is an option file set up for input to be read from 
DISK. (If required by the user). 
iv) OUTl 
This is a temporary output file created for storing 
intermediate results as soon as the problem has a 
feasible solution (i.e. master program has reached 
end of phase I) • 
v) OUT2 
This is a temporary output file created for storing 
intermediate solution of the problem whenever the 
master program has reached a particular iteration 
cycle specified by the user. 
vi) OUT3 
This is a temporary output file created for storing 
solution obtained at a stage when the master program 
has reached a maximum iteration cycle specified by 
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the user. 
The above iv) , v) and vi) files are set up for storing 
intermediate solutions under various conditions, so that 
further processing on the same problem could be carried 
out at a later stage if necessary. 
4. Input and Output Parameter 
A. Input 
The input is from punched cards and there are mainly 2 
different types of cards to be dealt with: 
i) Control Card 
The control cards specify the type of data that 
follow. There are 12 types of control cards, each 
with a unique name of not more than 6 characters and 
they are each punched on a card starting from 
column 1. 
The control cards have to appear in the order listed 
below: 
a) 'NAME ' (Optional) 
This control card denotes the data card that 
follows, specifies the user problem name. 
b) 'NUMOBJ' (Optional) 
This.control card denotes the data card that 
follows, specifies the number of objective 
functions in the user problem. 
c) 'NUMBLK' 
This control card denotes the data card that 
follows, specifies the number of subproblem sets 
in the given problem. 
d) 'NUMROW' 
The data cards follow this control card 
indicate the number of constraints in each 
subproblem sets. 
e) 'NUMCOL' 
The data cards follow this control card indicate 
the number of variables in each subproblem set. 
f) 'OBJCOF' 
This control card denotes the data cards that 
follow, specifying the coefficients of the 
objective function(s) of the problem. 
g) 'MATRIX' 
The data cards following this control card 
indicate the coefficients of the constraints for 
coupling block and subproblem sets. 
h) I RHS 
This control card denotes the data cards that 
follow, specifying the R.H.S. values of the 
constraints and their status from both the 
coupling block and subproblem sets. 
i) 'TOL 1 (Optional) 
This control card denotes the data card that follows, 
specifies the various tolerance limits set by 
user. 
j) 'OPTION' (Optional) 
k) 
The data card follows this control card specifies 
the various options set by user. 
'PRINT (Optionp.l) 
The data cards follow this control card specify 
the various print options which could be set by 
the user. 
1) 'EOF 
This control card signifies the end of input 
and no data card should follow next. 
ii) Data Card 
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All data cards must appear in the order as specified 
by. the respective control cards. No data card should 
be attached when the respective optional control card 
is omitted. Listed below are the data format 
classified under the respective control cards 
mentioned in i) : 
* CARD TYPE: a 
FORMAT: <X6,5C6> 
REMARKS: Maximum problem·'· s name of 30 characters. 




By default, it is assumed to have only 
1 objective function. 
* CARD TYPE: c 
FORMAT: <X3 ,13> 
REMARKS: 
* CARD TYPE: d 
FORMAT: <X3,*I3> 
REMARKS: 
* CARD TYPE: e 
FORMAT: <X3,*I3> 
REMARKS: 
* CARD TYPE: f 
FORMAT: <X6,2I3,XlO,C6,X2,Fl3.6> 
REMARKS: The data cards also include the 
following: 
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l) The associated objective function 
no.(I3). 
2) The associated subproblem set 
no. (I3) . 
3) The name of the variable correspond-
ing to the coefficient of the 
objective function read (C6). 
4) The respective coefficient of the 
objective function (Fl3.6). 




The data cards also include: 
l) The associated subproblem set no. (I3). 
2) The associated constraint name (C6) . 
3) The name of the corresponding variable. 
4) The numerical value of the matrix 
elements. 




The data cards also include: 
l) The associated subproblem set no. (I3). 
2) The respective constraint names (C6). 
3) The R.H.S. value of constraints. 
4) The status of constraints. 
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* CARD TYPE: i 
FORMAT: FREE FORMAT 
REMARKS: There are 3 types of tolerance which 
could be specified by the user: 
l) Tolerance set for pivot element 
before matrix reinversion, by default, 
it is set to a value 10 ** (-5). 
2) Tolerance set for values of basic 
variable before ratio test, by 
default, it is set to a value 
10 ** (-5). 
3) Tolerance set for the Z.-C. 
J J 
computation, by default, it is set 
to a value 10 ** (-5). 
* CARD TYPE : j 
, FORMAT: FREE FORMAT 
REMARKS: There are 4 options which could be set 
by user: 
1) Initial feasible solution is/is not 
(1/0) supplied, by default, it is 
set to a value 0. 
2) Maximum number of cycles required 
to compute the master program, 
before terminating the processing, 
by default, it is set to 40 cycles. 
3) Number of iterations required to 
compute the subproblem set before 
matrix reinversion is carried out 
for the basis inverse, by default, 
it is set to 20 iterations. 
B. Output 
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4) Number of cycles required to 
compute a solution for the master 
program before the intermediate 
solution is written onto disk and 
saved, by default, it is set to 
30 cycles. 




A card indicating flags for master 
program is read first, followed 
sequentially by the flags on each card 
for various subproblem sets. 
The output of the program consists of 3 major parts: 
i) The problem name and all statistical information (such 
as number of objective functions, tolerance limits and 
other options etc. set by user are printed as soon as 
all input data has been read. 
ii) The user can control the print out of the solutions 
both before and after the problem has reached its 
optimality, this can be done easily by setting the 
respective flags on the data cards of type k. By 
default, all these flags are set to true .(or 1), 
indicating all relevant information are required to be 
printed. When the flags are reset to false (or 0) by 
user, the corresponding information is suppressed. 
There are 8 of these flags both for master program 
and the various subproblem sets (i.e. arrays MP [0:7] 
for master program and S [O:NUMBLOCKS,0:7] for 
subproblem sets). Listed below are the detail prescription: 
FLAGS 
a) MP [O] 
b) MP [1] 
c) MP [2] 
d) MP [3) 
e) MP [4] 
f) MP [5) 
g) MP [6) 
h) MP [7] 
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PRINT 
Initial value of the objective functions 
for phase I and II. 
At each master cycle: 
- Status of solution (optimal/not optimal) 
- Cycle # 
- Leaving and entering vector index 
- Objective values for phase I and II 
- Product of pivot elements 
At end of pahse I for the master program: 
- Indices of basic variables 
- Values of basic variables 
- Objective values for phase I and II 
At end of phase I for the master program: 
- The matrix for master basis inverse 
At the end of phase II for the master 
program: (i.e. optimal~:ty) 
- Indices of basic variables 
- Values of basic variables 
- Objective values for phase I and II 
At the end of phase II for the master 
program: (i.e. optimality) 
- The matrix for the master basis inverse 
The subproblem set no. from which the 
incoming master column is generated. 
All dual prices computed for both the 
coupling and convexity rows in each master 
cycle. 
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i) S [K,O] Initial solution for subproblem set K: 
- Indices of basic variables 
- Values of basic variables 
- Initial objective function value 
both for phase I and II. 
j) S [k,l] At each iteration (for subproblem set K): 
- Status of solution (optimal/not optimal) 
- Iteration # 
- Leaving and entering vector index 
- Objective values for phase I and II 
- Product of pivot elements 
k) S [K,2] At the end of phase I for subproblem set K: 
- Indices of basic variables 
- Values of basic variables 
- Objective values for phase I and II 
l) S [K,3] At the end of phase I for subproblem set K: 
- The matrix for basic inverse 
m) S [K,4] At the end of phase II (i.e. optimal) for 
subproblem set K: 
- Indices of basic variables 
- Values of basic variables 
- Objective values for phase I and II 
n) S [K,S] At the end of phase II for subproblem set K:· 
- The matrix for basic inverse 
o) s [K,6] When rein version takes place for sul;lproblem 
set K and the value of the new product 
pivot element 
p) s [K, 7] When reinversion takes place for subproblem 
set K 
- The basis inverse prior to reinversion 
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- The basis inverse after reinversion 
iii) Intermediate solutions are written onto pack at the 
following stages: 
a) The master program has reached the end of phase I 
and a feasible solution is obtained. 
b) The master program has reached a maximum cycle 
number specified by the user before processing 
is terminated. 
c) The master program has reached a particular cycle 
number specified by the user. 
In case the program is terminated abnormally, a 
relevant message will be listed denoting either: 
1) Error due to the input data (see Appendix D) , or 
2) The problem has an infeasible solution (see 
paragraph Generating of solutions for subproblem 
sets under sub-heading Program Structure) , or 
3) The problem has an unbounded solution (see 
paragraph Generating of solutions for subproblem 
sets under sub-heading Program Structure) . 
A listing of program output is shown in Appendix C. 
CHAPTER V 
SAMPLE PROGRAM 
V SAMPLE PROGRAM 
Consider the problem: 
Maximize z = 4x1 + 2x2 + x3 + 2x4 
Subject to 
x3 + x4 ~ 4 
2X3 + 4X4 ~ 10 
xl, x2, x3, x4 
" 
0 
Assume the user wishes to set the following options: 
1) Tolerance for pivot element before matrix reinversion = 0 
2) Tolerance for R.H.S. values before ratio test = 0 
3) Tolerance for Z. -C. rows= 10 ** (-5) 
J J 
4) Maximum number of cycles required to compute for the master 
program before quit = 25 (cycles). 
5) Number of iterations required in the subproblem sets before 
matrix reinversion is carried out for the basis inverse = 20 
(iterations) . 
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6) No advance feasible solution is supplied to the problem (i.e. 
Flag set to 0). 
7) Number of cycles required to compute before the intermediate 
solution is written onto pack (or disk) = 30 (cycles). 
8) All relevant information required to be printed (i.e. All 
print option flags set to 1) . 
The format of the input data is shown on the page followed. 
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The following points are to be noted in specifying the input data: 
1) The code is written for solving a minimizing problem, thus if 
the problem is to maximize the objective function (as example 
above) the coefficients for objective function would be entered 
as negative values. 
2) The name~ assigned to the various constraints and variables are 
to be unique and not more than 6 characters. 
3) All R.H.S. values must be positive. 
4) All zero matrix elements could be ignored in the input 
specification. 






The coded program has been tested with sample problems 
taken from [1] and [2] and have shown to work successfully. At 
present, this code is being used to solve the real life forest cutting 
problem involving more than 500 constraints and around 1500 variables, 
the information generated so far has shown to be useful. 
The inclusion of editing of input in the program is specifically 
designed for students. Allowance has been made for the user to 
ignore that part of processing and read the input from other media 
(such as disk etc.) by just replacing 1 single statement (i.e. 
$ SET READISK) in the code and subsequently recompile to get a new 
source version. Ih addition, the various option features added have 
increased the flexibility of the code and thus enable the user to 
have greater control in running the program. 
Since the program is designed to be package-likedand very 
much user orientated, a detailed documentation has been included in 
this report for maintenance and further modification and specific use. 
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APPENDIX A-1 
APPENDIX A-1 
SIMPLIFIED FLOW CHART FOR THE DANTZIG-WOLFE 
DECOMPOSITION (LP) ALGORITHM 
( START 
SET UP INITIAL BASIS FOR MASTER 
AND DETERMINE INITIAL PRICES ON RESOURCES 
I 
SOLve-EACH SUBPROBLEM USING THE 
. ~RICES JUST GENERATED 
SUBMIT EACH "SOLUTION, (IN THE ORDER OF MERIT) 
IN TERMS OF THE AMOUNT OF CENTRAL RESOURCES 
USED TO THE MASTER PROBLEM 
SOLVE MASTER PROBLEM TO DETERMINE 
NEW PRICES ON RESOURCES 
AVE 










FLOW CHART FOR REVISED SIMPLEX METHOD 
START. 
CONVERT THE PROBLEM INTO 
STANDARD CANONICAL FORM 
SET UP INITIAL BASIS AND 
COMPUTE UPDATED PRICING 
VECTOR FOR EACH RESOURCES 
DETERMINE THE VECTOR WHICH 
































~ ;·_: ~-~--~ - ... 
:.t e,. --- -----
••• 
·-
BURROUGHS 86700 ALGOL COMPl~~RP VERSION 2o9•1901 FRIDAY# 10t27178J 05151 PMa 
C A R 0 0 6 "' 
a a z: a a .a c 
SOURCE TAPEI- · 'COSC46000lCAkCSDURCE 0~ CANOEPACK, 
NE~ SYMBO~lCt CC0SC46000l~EWTAPE ON PACKa 
s SET rDRMAT 
$ RESET READISK 
S SET NOPRINT 
BEGIN 







~INE( KlNDaPI'ilNTER>J . -------
sn OMIT :: READISK ····- . 
SET LIST 2 NOT READISK 
ALPHA ARRAY PROB~EMNAME[014lJ 
PDP OMIT LIST 
INTEGER ADVANCESOLN~ -- S F~AG TO DENOTE WHEThER INITlA~ SOLN IS 
__ l! PROVIDEDe 
F2REC, S THE NUMBER OF RECORDS IN OAlAFILE• 
NUMBLOCKS1 l! NUM8ER Of SUBSYSTE~Se 









































8 ---l! PROtJ~EM IS QUIT• ·-----
-------------- . TOLITERAT!ONL __ l! AFHR THIS NUMBER CF lTERATlON1 TOLERANCI;;. ______ _ 
S Of MATRIX ELEMENTS ARE CHEC~EDe ALPHA CARD I OJ -- .. ------- · --~---· -· 
• 
-REA~ MBXTOL1 ------ ----·-% TOLERANCE FOR SHIGioLARITY OF INVERSI:; · -----·-
.. ____ l! MAT R l X 1 . 
AHSTOL, S TOLtRANCE FOR RATIO TESTa 
. ---·- ···-----------·--·-- ZJCJTOLJ S TOLERANCE FOR ZJ•CJ ROWSe LABEL EQFLJ ·· ·· 
DEFINE READ10=READ,CARO•<C6>•CARDIDJ#, 
PROGRAMABORfaGu TO EOF~#J 
-------·- 00032000 
,t"; 
·s SET OMIT = READISK 





















ELSE WRITEC~~~~!~~~~(DAN~~~:wo~FE_ ~ECQMPOS!TlONCLP) PROBUM",/X47; 





~ LSE NUMOBJ I zlJ S P P OM T LIST s S T O~tT = NOT READISK 





















OOQIOOOOiO --SEG~ENT 00003 003IOOOol1 __________ _ 
IS 0005 LOI\G-
0031000011 
IS OOOo LOI\G 
0031000011 
IS 0006 LOfiG 
00310000q 
IS 0005 LOf\G 
0031000011 
IS 0005 LO/\G-
0031000011 --------1S 0005 LOI\G _______ _ 





















0031 ooogll · ~ 
0031000 11 -----~--------0031000011 0031 000(,) q-






0031 oooc 11 
0031000011 --------- --··----
0 0 3 I 0 0 0 0 I 1 -- -------·-
0031000011--------
0831000812 .. 0 31000Ail 0031000AH1 --------~· 
0031001312 . 
gg~: g~~~ :~ ----------------
0031002ql2 -
0031002614 --~----1S 0013 LDt-.G 0031002912 ~-~---- -------
0 0 3 I 0 0 2 8 I 1 --- ·---














WRITECLIN£,<X50,"NU~BER Or OBJECTIVE rUNCTIC~S •";IJ>,NUMOBJ)J 
S SET OMIT ~ R~ADISK 
.S SET LIST = NOT READISK 
If CARDID=~NUMBLK" THEN 
B~~l~CCARD;<X6,I3>;NUMBLOCKS)J 
.S POP OMIT LIST 
HRITECLINE;<XSO;"NUMBER OF BLOCKS 
! SET O~IT = READISK •";!J>;N~~~L.DCKS)J 
.S SET LIST = NOT READISK 
---$ 
END 
ELSE IF CARDID ~= "NUMBLK" OR 
~EGIN 
HRITECLINEJ<~***CONTROL 
"NUMBER Of BLnCKS 
"SPEC lflED***;;, H 
PROGRAMABORTJ 
. ENDJ 
POP O~IT LIST 
BEGIN 
~ODL.EAN ARRAY MP[OI7]1 
NUMBLOCKS <* 0 THEN 
CARD 1NUMBLK 1 I~ ~XPECT~D OR THE w, 
lN THE STRUCT~Rt lS NOT PROPERLY "' 


























e.ooo1 IS SC1tNUM8LOCKSJ017lJ ~ RECUIREU INFORMATION• 00060000 
INTEGER ARRAY NUMCOLS[OINUMBLOCKS]; 00061000 
NUMHOWS(OINUMBLOCKSlJ 00082COO 
INTEGER l1 00063000 MAX C 0 L N 0 1 ·- -·- - - -- . - - 0 0 0 8 4 0 0 0 
MAXROWNOJ ·- -- -·· -- ·- ·--- 00085000 
-, ·- s SET OMIT ~ READISK ·- 00066000 
. :: S SET LIST = NOT READISK OU087CCO 
··------------- READ IOJ - -·- 00088000 
If CAROID="NUMROW" THEN READCCARO;<X6J*lJ>PhUM8LOCKS•11NUMROwSt•l~ 00089000 
ELSE BEGIN ' - · - OU090COO 
WRITECLINE;<"•••CONTROL CARD 1 NUMROwl lS EXPECTED***">)J 3 00091UOO 
- -· 
1 
• • • -- -·-- [)AT A 
PROGRAMABORTJ- ---------- ···----- --- -- 00092000 
. END J -- ... - 0 0 0 9 3 C 0 0 
S POP OMIT LIST 3 00094000 
----·------·· S SET OMIT ::: NOT READISK -·--·- -- . ·- --· 00095000 
~ .l 




--------------- .S POP O"i~T LIST - - ···· 00099\.100 
- · " -· ·--- __ _ __ _ _ . ____ MAX R 1'1 N 0 I = N U M R 0 W S ( 0 l i 0 0 l 0 0 0 0 0 
'' fUR 1=0 STEP 1 UNTIL NUMBLOCKS 00 00101000 
"---------·- -------.-- ·- BEGIN . ·-- .. 0010 200 0 
If MAXROWNO < NUMRQwS[Il THEN "iAXROWNOI.,Nl.ii"kO~SCilJ --- - 3 - 00103000 "!"'"; 
.., J .. ~ 
10 
-•o 
WRITE C Ll N E, <X 50, "NUMBER 0 f K 0 W S IN 8 L. 0 C K r. 0 • "; !3;" •" 1 I3 H I; --- -· . - -· ·- 0 0 1 0 4 0 0 0 
. ~ATA N U M R 0 W Sri J H - -- .. - .. ---- -- 0 0 1 0 50 0 0 
f
NDJ ·- -·- -- ··-- 00106000 
S E 0 MIT = READ IS K . . . -· - ··-·-- 3 ·-·· 0 0 1 o 7 0 0 0 SE LIST = NOT READISK 001Cd000 REAOIOJ . ·····- 00109000 
If CARDID="NUMCOL~ THEN REAOCCARO;<X6,*l3H~uMBLOCKS•l.tNUMCOL.SC•J ~· ·---·--·--·- - 00110000 
EL.SE BEGIN . . . . . ----- -·- 00111U00 
HRlTE<L.lNE;<"•uCONTROL _CARD_ 1NUMCOL.! IS EXPEC~EC**•":~~)J _____ 3 ___ 00112g~~A 
PROGRAMABORTJ ·- ·-·----- 00113000 
:;----- ·-----· s PoP aMrYNEis·r ' · · ··· -- ·---l-- ggn~~~g 
...,------------------ MAXCOL.NOI:NUMCOLSCO]J . ·······- -- ·--· 00116000 
,... -·-----------·---···FOR lhO STEP 1 UNTIL. NUMBL.OCKS DO -----· 00117000 





If MAXCOLND < NUMCOL.Stll THEN MAXCOLNOI•Nl.i~COLSCilJ 3 00119000 
WR!TECLINE;<XSO;"NUMBER Of COLUMNS IN BLOCK N0s";I3;" •"113>;11 -- . 00120000 
ENDJ 
BEGIN 
--- -- DATA 
NUMCOLSt!l>J 00121000 
$ SET OMIT • READISK 
S SET LIST : NOT READISK 
ALPHA ARRAY CONSTRNAME(OINUM8~0CKS~11MAXRCnNOl, 
VARNAMECOINUMBLUCKS1liMAXCO~NOlJ 
S POP OMIT L.IST 






























IS og17 !911G---·--·--- (' 
003{ 050 2 -------------0031005015 0031005015 ···----------
0031005015 -- -·-------------"' 
0031005015 ---------- "-' SEGII.ENT oOOCA OOAtOOOO!l .. 
0 0 A I 0 0 0 3 I 2 --------- c 




OOA1000912 0 0 A I 0 0 0 9 I 2 ----------------
0 0 A I 0 0 ll I 2 ·· -----··----
00AI001C11 ----------- ___, OOAI002115 
IS OOlf LOtiG 
OOAI002t>12 --------
OOAIOC2713 
00A1002713 OMIT ---------· ---





0 0 A I 0 0 2 D I l --·----- ---- ·-·-·--·---- . 
OOA IOOJQll ------------- '-IS OOOA LOtiG OOA I 003414 ---·--------··-
OOAI003912 
OOAIOC391!i ----·--------OUA1003915 OOAI003915 -------·-···· ---· ·--
00AI004212 ···--·------··----·-·- --




OOAIOOSet3 00/1.!005914 - ·-----······ 
OOAI005t.ll ·-----··. 
OCA I 005E 11 
OOAI006lll 






OOAI006AI5 SEGI'ENT OOOOF --·--·----· ----
'' 















OTSIZEJ -- 0014'3000 
S SET Q~IT • READISK 00144COO 
$ SET LfST 2 NOT READISK 00145COO 
RE L CONSTRID• 00146000 
VAAIDJ 00147COO 
$ POP Qt.!IT l..IST O\ll4.8000 
FOR 1120 STEP 1 UNTIL NUMBLOCK$ DO 00149000 
BEGIN 00150000 
S srT OMIT • READISK 4 00151000 
S SET LIST s NOT RE~DlSK OU152~00 
RESIZECCQNSTRNAMEtl1*l•NUMHOHStil1RETA1~lJ 00153. COO S POP OMIT LIST · ' 00154000 
RESIZECSTATUS[ll*l•NUMRO~StiliRETAINlJ 00155COO 
RESfZECRHSCII•J,NUMROWSCll~RETA!N)J 0015¢~80 
S SET QMI : REAOISK . 001570 0 
s SET ~IS ~ NOT READlSK 00158000 
RESIZE~VARNAMECl•*lJNUMCOL~tlliRETA!N>J · --- 00159C00 
S P 0 P 0 M If LIST . --- - - - 0 u 1 6 0 0 0 0 FO~ Jf=1 STEP 1 UNTI~ MAXRU~NO DO 00161~00 
------ ------------- IF' I "'0 THEN - - - -- . 0 o 16 2 C 0 0 
FOR K1=1 STEP 1 UNTil. NUMBLOCKS DO ·- 00163000 
RESIZE(C(K•J••l•NUMCOLS~Kl•RETAINl - -~- 00164CCO 
ELSE RESIZECACI•J••l•NUMCO~S[Il•RETAIN>J _ _ ____ 00165000 











~< ___ _ 
RESIZECDBJCOEFF[K1ll*l1NUMCO~Sttl•RETA~N)J - OU167UOO 
·- - ----- .. ------- ----- s SETE~SI9F~R~H5E~~ . 4 -- 88H~888 ~ ------ ----------- S SET LIST • NOT ~EADISK 00170000 
READ I 0 J . - . - ------ -- · -- 0 0 1 7 1 0 0 0 
IF .CARDID=< 11 QBJCOF" THEN ------- 001720\lO 
- - --------
8 ~~I~ E c l. IN e:. < x ~ o. "a tl J • F N • ".x 2 J "s L K • No • "• x ;o "coNs T R. N A~ E" 1 x 2, - - --- 4 - ~ t H ~8 ~ ~ 
.~, ::·- ·-· - - -- ---- ---
-·- ----------~----
~ 
----- "VARIABLE NAME" • X 6 • "VA 1;. U E" 1 X 5 • "S l A l ~ ::>" j I X 3 0 • 2 C a ( "•") 1 X 2) 1 -- -- -- 0 CJ 1 7 5 U 0 0 
..,. _ - - -- - · - -- - - ---- ---- 1 2 ( "*" ) 1 X V 1 3{ "•" ) • X o • 5 C "•" ) • X 5 • 6 C " • " )> l ; --- --- --- . 0 0 1 7 6 <, 0 0 it' ·~ATA 
---------------------------- ~RITECLINE•<XS1 11 lNPUT DATA FOR OBJt F"Nti"»>J -----------00177000 
F 0 R 1 I 2 1 STEP 1 UNTIL N U M 0 t; J D 0 · ' · ---- --------- --- 0 U 1 7 8 U 0 0 
BEGIN ----------- 0017 90 00 
READ(CARD tNOJ~<X612l3>10tlJNOIBL.KNOlJ .. _____ S _. 00180000 
IF OBJNO ~= I THEN 0~181000 BEGIN - -- ------------ 00182000 
~ R IT E < ~IN E 1 <" ***INC 0 R R E C T 0 8 J E C p V E F U ~ ~ TI g N N U M l:f E R 0 N 0 AT A "~----- -· 6 0 u 18 3 G 0 0 CARD UNDER CQI'<TROL. .CARD 08JCOF, u ,,.)J _________ 0018~000 
L;ATA PROGRAMABORTJ ------- 00185000 
~· 
9 
e ---~~--=-=--=~-:-~=-===~- r~~; Jl::-0 STEP 1 UNTIL NUMtli.OCKS DO ~-=~-- 88r~~888 





----- --- ---------- . INTEGER KJ ·· ----6 0U190COO 
~HI~E OLKNO <• J AND K < NUMCOLSCJJ DO 
BEGIN 
IF K ,. 1 THEN 
IF VARID=VARNAME[J,Kl THEN 
BEGIN ~RITECLINE•<"***DUP~ICATE VARIAi~E NA~E S~ECIFAEO FOR "J 































OOF'I0020IO 00Ft002QIO _________________ _ 








OOF' I 0020 I 0 - -----g~~:~~~~:~ ------------ ~' 











0 0 F I 0 0 3 41 I 2 ------------
f 
0 0 F I 0 0 39 I 2 ------------- _ 
OOF I 0030 I 0 ---------------- F, OOFI004213 - ~ 
OOFI004710 
0 0 F I 0 0 4 fJ I 0 - -------------OOFI004B13 ~· OOF I 004tJ 13 -------- -





OOF I 005713 ----------
OOF I 005! I 3 - ------- --IS 0010 LO~G ____________ f 
OOFI005AI2 -~ 
OOF' I 005FI2 
OOF I 00o315 g~~:~~~~:~ --------- ( 
OOF I 006F 11 --------------
0 0 F I 0 0 6 F' I 4 ------
00fl007113 ----------IS 0038 Ll.l~G 
OOFI007~12 ---------------
-6 
0 0 F I 0 0 7 5 I 3 -- ------- -
OOFI007513 « 
OOF'I007AIO OOFI007BIO .. 
OOFI007~13 ~' 
SEGMf.NT 00012----------- ·, 0121000011 0 12 I 0 0 0 2 I 2 -- ·----·------- -- -
012 I ()002 I 5 ---------
0 12 I 0 0 0 3 I 3 --- ------ ----
0121000515 
0121000612 
0 12 I 0 0 0 8 I 1 --- -------
0 21000811 ---------
IS 0012 LO~G 0121000[12 --- ------
IC 
i? 
0121 OOOf I 3 -- ------------ -








IF K < NUMCOLS(Jl THEN 
~EGIN 
~RITE,LINE~<"•••MORE DATA ARE EXPECT•C FDa 
"fUNCTION N0t"•l3'"' BLOCK NO•~•l3• 
•" 
1 0BJCOF 1 •••">•UdJNO•JlJ ' 
PRQGRAMABORTJ 
ENI.li 
IF Bl.KNO <= J ANU VARID ~a " " lK£11 
06JEL TlVE "~ 
uNDE~ CONTRQ~ CA~U" 
BEGIN ' 
WRITECl.lNE•<"**•TOO MANY DATA SPECIFIEC FOR OBJ~CTIVE "• 
"FUNCTION N0•7•13~"• BLOCK NOo"1lJ•" UNDE~ CO~TROL "• 












0 U 2 1 0 (.i 0 0 0 12 I 0 0 3 8 I 2 __ . --- ___ ·-----








D A T A I S u 0 1 A L 0 t-. G ----- ---
00219v00 o 12: 004F 12 -----------
._/ 
'/ 
''V ou22oooo o 12: oo5o 13 . ----- v 00221000 0121005013 
ENDJ 




IF BLKNO > NUMBLOCKS THEN 
BEGIN 
WRITEC~INE~<"•*•TOO ~ANY BLOCKS SPEClFlEW FOR OBJECTIVE "~ 
. FUNCTION NQ,~;l3;~ UNDER CONTRQ~ 'ARO :oBJCQF ***">~ 
0 B J N 0 )) . _ _ _ _ _ __ 
PROGRAMAtlORTJ 
ENDi 
--------,--------------END OF NUMQBJJ 
- --- END 





- --- ···---- ----
., 
PROGRAMABO~TJ __ _ 
ENDJ 
--- REA 0 I D J 
-IF CARDID~"MATRIX" THEN 
_____ BEGIN 
WRITECLINE;<XS,'1 1NPUT OATA FOR MATRIXI">lJ 
FOR II•O STEP 1 UNTIL NUMBLOCKS DO 
--------- BEGIN 
_____ ---- ___ . READ CC A R D ( N 0 ) , <X 9; I 3; X 2, C 6 > 1 B l. K N 01 C 0 N S l R l D ) J 











B•0003C012l IS OOSD Lut-.G-
00222008 OOF:007C14 OU223UO OOFI007DI3 
00224000 OOFI007EI0 00225000 OOF I 007F 15 ----- ----- .. ----------
IJATA IS OOlA l.O~G----00 226 (i 00 OOF I 0 0 8 0; 4 __________ . ________ _ 
00227000 OOFI0085!2 
00228000 OOFtOC8ol3 
00229000 OOFI008613 · 
00230v00 OOF1008710 --------------· 
00231000 OOFI008710 
. 0U232000 OOFI008713 
DATA IS 0016 LO~G-
00233000 OOF I OOBC 12 .. ----------
00234000 OOFI008DI3 
00235000 00Fl008DI3 
OCJ230000 OOF I 009512 --------------
00237000 OUF:00971l 




------------------ ---- WRITECLINE,<""'**INCORRECT ByOCK NUMBER 
------------------------·- "CONTROL CARD 1 MATHIX ***">)J 
"" 
----------···- 00243000 OOF!OOAC'l --------------
(; N DATA CAR 0 UNDER ", · ------- 6 · 0 0 2 ~ 4 0 0 0 0 0 F I 0 0 A C I '! 
00245COO OOF100AEI3 





...,..,.- F~R Jl•l S~EP 1 UNTIL NUM~OWStll DO 
--- ------------- ------
8 I~HGER KJ ----- 6 
00247~00 OOFI008213 
gg~~~ggg gg~:88§?l~ ------------- ----







------ --- ---- . --- ---·-
------------ ______ IF J > 1 THEN 
IF CONSTRID=CONSTRNAMECl;J•ll THEN 
BC:GIN 
.. B t U004 IS SEGMENT 00019 ------------- -
________ 00251000 Ol910000I1 ------------
00G52~00 Ol9t0000!5 
_......-:• 
-- -- -- i'lf{!TECLINEJ<''*uTOO MANY DATA OR WRONG VARIABLE NAME "' 00253COO 0191000313 -----1-00254000 0191000<!10 ------------
:sPECIFIED FOR CONSTR~INT "1~6~~"!N BLOCK NDI"Jl3; UNDER CONTROL CIIHO MATRIX *** >;CQNSTR!D;I>J ···------ 0025:>000 0191000515 --------·-~-· 
--- ------ --------
- ~----------------------------







ENDJ ~EADCCARD (NOl;<X9;I312(X2;C6)>;Bl.KNO;CCNSlRNAMEtl;Jl;VARIDli 
IF BLKNO > I THEN . . 
8EGII'. WRITECLINEI<~•••MORE CONSTRAINTS ARE ~~~ECTED FWR BLOCK NDe"# 
I31" UNDER CONTRO~ CARD MATRlX,*•*7>1IlJ 
PROGRAMABORTJ 
ENDJ 
wHILE CONSTRID=CONSTRNAM~CI1Jl DO 
BEGI-N . 
IF I~•O AND K>NuMCOLStiJ OR L=NUMBLDCKS AND K=NuMCOl.Stl.l T~EN 
BEGIN 
WRlTE(biNE,<"•••TOO MANY DAIA OR WRQ~~ VARIABL~ NAME "' ~PECIF!ED FOR CuNSTR lNT "1C61 IN ~LOC~ NDa"ll31 
. _______ 0 0 ~5o~~~ A ~ P ~ g ~ g:, ~ B ~ G 







00259000 Ol9!000DI3 0 0 2 6 0 0 0 0 0 19 l 0 0 18 I 2 -------- -
00261COO 019100 lC 11 · -----------
00262liCO 0191001C14. 
00263000 Ol91001EI3 
~ATA IS 0024 LO~G 
00264000 0191002312 
0 0 2 6 5 0 0 0 0 l 9 l 0 0 2 4 I 3 ---- ... 
00266000 0191002413 00267000 0191002612 ---------- ------· 















.. _, ------- - -- --
~.- --- ----- - .--•-.---
··-'-'y·-· ---
» UNDER CONTROL CARD 1 MATRIX~•~~">ICUNST~lD•I>J 
PROGRAMABORTJ 
ENOJ 
IF I=O THEN 
BEGIN 















END OF CONSTRSJ 
END OF NUMRO~J 







































WRITECLINE,<"•••CONTRO~ CARD 'MATRIX' IS EXPECTED••*">)i ..J• --- --- - - _____ _.:;__· .,. 4 00298000 4 ---- 00299000 
LiATA PROGRAMABORTJ 
"' ENDJ 
.:;;;. .. _--- ------- READIDJ -" ,. 
'II! ------- -- ---------------------IF CAHDID- RHS THEN 
:·, 
8 ~~HECLINE,<X5J';INPUT FOR RHS OF CONSTRtl''li>)J-
f -~ =--~- _:__ :::__-::_-::_:_:=--------=----~~~I~ I =0 S TE:P 1 UNTIL NUMBLOCKS DO -
'' READCCARD (NQ),<X9JI3JX2,C6>,BLKNOJCDNSTAIO>J 
--- IF 8LKNO "'" ! THEN -
------------ B~~HECLINEI<"~"*INCORRECT- ByOCK NUMBER CN DATA CARD UNDER 
_ "CONTROL _CARD ~ RHS ______ *'"*"> >J _ 
'· ---------
•::----- --
fa ". PROGRAMABORTJ 
------ r ~ ~ J J l = l S T E P 1 U ~ TI L N U M R 0 W S t I l D 0 
- -- ----- --- -- ------ BEGIN -
# 
~ --------------- IF J > 1 THE:N ---
----- ------ IF CONSTRIO:tCUNSTRNAto!EC I1J"ll THEN 
BEGIN ~RITE<LINEI<"*••DUPLICATE CONSJRAINT t~ME USED lN ~LOCK 










WRITECLINE•<"•••MORE coNsTRAINTs ARk ~XPECTED F~R s~aCK 
13," UNDER CONTROL CARD RHS .•••">,I>J 
ENDJ _ 
IF CONSTRID•CONSTRNAMECIPJ] THEN 
- -------- - - BEGIN 
- --- --- --- -- - READ (cARD I< X 3 0 IF 13 I 6 I X 2P I 2 >, R H s (I, J h 5 TAT us [I I J l )J 
WRITECLINEP<X42,JJPX8PC6,X19PF13•6'X41lc>PI,CDN~TRIC1 
RHSC{'Jl,STATUS(I,Jl>J 




4 -- 00302000 
00303000 
00304000 
· - --- - ---- 4 --- o o 3 a 5 c a o 
00306000 
______ --- 00307COO 
s 00308000 
··-·- - - -- 0 0 3 0 9 u 0 0 
------ 00310000 








00319000 NOa"#-- ·---.,-· 00320~00 
---------- -·- OU321(.;00 
DATA 
00322000 
------ ·~- 0 0 3 2 3 c 0 0 
----7- 0032/lCOO 
~------ --- 00 325 coo 
NOa"~ 7 00326000 




--- . -·-- 00330000 




~RlTECLINE,<"•••INVALlU STATUS SPECIFI~D tOR C~NSTRAINT M,,o, 
























0 19 I 0 0 3 6 I 1 ---------------
0191003614 ---------- ~ 01910037'5 0191003812 ---------------
0191003914 ----------- f>• 









fl ~-0191006012 01910 0 7 4: ~ -·-----------
~1~ :g~~~:~ =-===-~~_:_= ~> 0191008512 
0191008515 
15 0098 LOt.G 




IS 0045 LO~G----------- · OOFIOOBEI2 




OOFIQOC914 --------- ,. 
OOFIOOC[I2-- --- ~ 
OOF I 000215 ------ -OOFIOOD215 
00Ft00DDI2 
00Ft000Eil -----
0 0 F I 0 0 C E I 4 ---- ----'-OOFIOOEQ13 
IS OOlC LOfiG 










IS 0010 1.0fiG----------OOFtOOF412 
OOFIOOF513 
OOFIOCF513 ~ 
0 0 F I 0 0 F 6 '? -----------
0 0 F I 0 C F 6 I 5 ------ ___ _ OOFtOOF814 
IS o 0 1 3 L 9 ~ G ---- -- ----
OOFIOCFEI;G ----~ ·-·-. 






-------·~- -------- -J' 
OOF 1012110 ------- -- -------
OOFI0121'3 
00Ft012312 

















ELSE BEGIIY ~RITECLINE,<"•··~RONG CONSTRAINT ~AME 
#l3•" UNDER ~UNTROL CARD k~~ 
PROGRAMABOHTJ 
ENDJ 
END OF NUMRDWJ 
IF CONSTRID=CONSTRNAME(IINUMROWS(l)J THE~ 
BEGIN 
LJS£0 FOR B~OCK ~u•" T***">,I)J 
HRITECLlNF,<"•••TOO MANY I3,~ UNDER CONTROL ~ONSTRA!NTS ~PECIFIED FuR BLOCK ~0•"• CARD 'RHS 1 •••">pl)J 
PRUGRAMAtlORTJ 
ENOJ . 

















00354COO 6 OU355i,;OO END 
ELSE 5 00356000 BEGIN 4 00357000 
wRITECLINE•<"•••CONTROL. CARD 1 RHS ! IS EXPE,TED••*">lJ 4 0035~000 
liA TA PROGRAMABORTJ 00359000 
ENDJ 00360000 READ(CARD [NOli<Co>,CARDIOli 4 OU361UOO 
IF CARDID="TOL " THEN 00362COO 
BEGIN 00363000 
READIDJ 4 00364000 
READlCARDJ/,MRXTOL•RHSTOL•ZJCJTOL.lJ 00365000 
END 00366000 E~SE MBXTOLI=RHSTOli~ZJCJTOL.I•Oo00001J 4. 00367~00 
, 1 S POP 01<1fT LIST ·· · ·· 0036d000 
-...· ----------- S SET OM T = NOT READISK . -· 00.369000 
·' S POP OMIT LIST OO.H3uOO 
OJ·-----------------· ' WRITECLINE tSKIP 1)); c 0(1374~00 
-'"· · · -- -- ~ R I T E C Ll N E • <X 5 • " T 0 L. E R AN C E F iJ R P I V 0 T ~I.E M E 1\ 1 8 E F 0 R E ~ AT R I X " 1 ·- 0 0 3 7 5 0 0 0 
--------·-·· "REINVERSION ="•T70,E20•6,/XS, TOI.ERANCE FOR luHtSt OF "• 00376000 ~··t 
-.....::'.,-
. "CONSTRA!Nf BEFORE RAllO TEST •"•l70•E20a61/X~,~TDI.ERA~CE "• OU377000 
,... ---- -·-.. . "FOR ZJ•CJ ROI'IS ="•T70•E20•6>,MBXTOL.JRHSTOL•ZJCJTOL)J . ---- ····-·· OU378COO 
" ------- ···-- ----- -· -· · · --· ·· ·· u AT A 
... "------------- S StT OMIT "' READISK ··-·· .... ___ 00379000 
,._, s SET LIST :: NOT READISK 00380000 
, .. ,------------- . READCCARD CNOJ• <C6>, CARDILJ>J . ·----- .. -·· 00381000 
.- ·-----------------· IF CARDlD•"OPT!ON" THEN ·· ·····-- ··-·-----· - 00382000 
...,·'"---------- ------------- BEGIN . . . --·--- -----·-··· --· 00383000 
:
11 READIDJ 4 003811000 
_... •.--------------- READCCARD•I•QUITERATION•TOL.ITERATIONIACVAIICESOL.N•Oi.JTlTERATION); - ··-··- ··- 003851.l00 
- -----------· END - -----·- --- 00386000 
.... -_----------------ELSE BEGIN -- --------4-- 00387UOO 
.... ---------------- --- ~8H~~~~H~~~7~~o; -----4--- gg§~~ggg 
. ----------- - QUITERAT!ON1•40J -···--··-·-· 00390000 
.. ..~ "· __ -------------- - _ TOLITERAiiON1=20J. . . ---------OU39l000 
" ENDi 00392000 
·s POP OMIT LIST ------11"- 00393000 
. ---------------------- WRITECLINE•<XSJ"FUG DENOTING THE SUPPLY CiF ADVANCEu SOLUTION •""' ------·-·· OU394\i00 
__ , -----------·· T77•l3•/XS•"MAXIMuM NUM~ER OF ITEHAlluNS HECUlRED TO "• --------- OU395COO 
., "COMPUTE THE MASTER PHOBLEM ="•T77,13,/XS,"NUMBER OF "• 00396~00 
"··- -------------- -- "ITERATIONS REQUIRED TO COMPUTE BEFORE MATRIX REI~VERSIOI-. •" _________ 00397~00 
------- --- ----··- ---- - · • 177 113>1 AIJV,AI';CESOLN• IIU ITER A TION• T 01.11 ERA T 1 ON H · -- ----- 00 39 8 000 
v ·~ ----··- · · . . ------··-·-· li AT A 
., WRITECLINE,<XS•"OUTPUT INTERMEDIATE RESULT~ ONTO DI~K AFTER THIS " 00399000 ~ ., .. ------· ----·: '"NUMBER Or ITERATIONS 11 ", T77 1 I 3>• 01.11 ITERATION)} ---···------ 00400000 












FOR 11•1 STEP 1 UNTIL ~UMBI.OCKS DO REAUCCAkDI/;S(I,o])J 
END 
ELSE BEGIN 
FOR II•O STEP 1 UNTIL 7 CD MPCili•THL~J 
FOR !1•1 STEP 1 UNTIL NUMBLOCKS 00 
FOR JlaO STEP 1 UNTIL 7 DO SCI,J)I:lRuEJ 
ENDJ 
- - - -·. 0 0 4 0 1 0 c 0 
00402000 
- ----· --·- 00403tlCO 










Ia . - 00413000 WRITECLINE•<XS;"FLAGS FOR MASTERI"IT40•~I~»,MP(•l)J FOR ll=l STEP 1 UNTIL NUMBLUCKS DO 




IS OOlE LDI'IG. OOF I 013012 ·- ---·- ---------
0 0 F I 0 1 3 E I 3 . - --- .. ···- --- ./ 
0 0 F I 0 1 3 E I 3 ______ . 
OOFI013FIO -
OOF10l41ll OOFIQ11ql4 
·-------- ......, OOF1014313 ____ _ 
I~ 0013 LOI\G ___ - -
OOFI014812 
OOFI014913 
OOFI014913 ------------00FI014A10 .. 
00Ft0l4A10 ----------
OOFI014A13 
IS 0013 LOI\G _ -----OOFI014FI2 -- -
0 0 F I 0 15 0 I 3 - ------- - --
0 0 F I 0 15 0 I 3 -----------OOFI015812 
OOFI015AI1 



















0 0 F I 0 1 t\9 I 2 -----
OOF I 0 l8[J 11 ----·-----------OOFI018Eil4 OOFIOl9312 --------
OOF!OlAJI2 OOF!OlA312 
0UF101A315 0 0 F I 0 l A II I 3 ------





0 0 F I 0 1 A 8 I 5 ---------OOFIOlA815 
OUFI01Ae15 
OUF:QlA(ll5 
IS 0031 LOI'IG 
OOFI01BOI2 
OOFI01B211 
IS 0032 LO~G-------· 
OOF10l8712 ---- ----OOFI01BFI2 
OOFI01Cll1 OOFI01Ct14- ------
0 0 F I 0 l C 9 I 2 -- ------ · 00Ft01D412 
OOFIOlE~15• 
OOFIOiE415 OOFIO ES12 --------OOFI01E91J 
OOFIOlEEIO 

















OU419UOO OOF I 021412 -------------
0U420000 OCFI021611 
C0421COO OOFI02l614 
DATA I~ 0010 LO~G 
00422000 00ri021BI2 
S SET OMIT = READIS~ 
$ SET LIST = NUT RE4DlSK· 
READ IOJ 
lf CARDIO ~= "EOF 
bEGIN -





' IS EXPECTED•••">>J 4 ~-
WRITE<~INE•<X5,~~~@INPUT DATA READ IN CORRECTLY, START "' 
PROCESSING I">); 4 
0 0 4 2 3 (,; 0 0 0 0 f I 0 2 1 C I 3 ------------
g~:~;~~g gg~:g~t~:~ ---- ----·----- $_", 
. IJATA IS CJOOA LOt\G ---·--·--·----s POP OMIT LIST ~ ~a~ 8 ~ H r I~ p REA o 1 s K ____ _ 
MSIZE:=NUMROWSCOJ+NUMBLOCKS+l} 
MVARI=2 " MSIZEJ 
OTSIZEI=MAXROWNO + l i 
FOR Lt=l STEP 1 UNTIL NUMQBJ DO 
00426000 ·.· .OOF I 022112 · --------·-----
OCJ427QOO ·· CMil 
00468000. OOF1022112 
00469UCO·· OOF1022112 
0 (J 4 7 0 U 0 0 0 0 F I 0 2 2 3 I 2 ·--------
00471000 OOFI022415 
OU472v00 OOFI02261l BEGIN 
BOOLEAN 0047 3000 OOF 1022A14 ---------CHECK()PTHIAI.I --·--·- 4 00474000 OOFI022A14 





NOENTERCANOIDATEr---- · --· OU476UOO 02CtOCOotl ··-
- OPTIMA.LJ - - · -------- · ---- 00477v00· 02CI0000il-
INTEGE.R ARRAYSIZE, _ -------~ OU476UOO 02CI0000il -----------
BSIZEJ 0047\10.00 02C I 000011 
e "==~~-==---- --- --- -- -- ~ 
~ .. -- ------ ·--
.._. --------
. ·----- ENTERCOL.r·· -------- ------ ·--- 00480COO 02CI0000il 
'· .. --- - · ---- I4, ---------··--·· ----- ··---- -.- ····- ··----- 00481000 02CI0000il 
J4, ···--- ·--- ----··-------· __ OU482UOO 02CI000Qil -----------





L 41 . -- . ---- 0 0 4 8 4 0 0 0 0 2 C I 0 0 0 0 I l 
LEAVEROI'O· -----00485000 02CIOOOoll-
M IT 1 . ·--- 0 0 4 tl6 0 C 0 0 2 C I 0 0 0 0 :
1 
1 _ 
MPHASE1 OU487000 02CIOOOO l NJ --- ·--·- 00488000 02C I OOOOil __________ _ 
PHASEJ ·- · ---- 00489000 02C I 000011 ----------
R E A L P R lliJ U C T P I V U T J _ _ __ _ __ -· _ , ____ 0 0 4 9 0 U 0 0 0 2 C I 0 0 0 0 I l _ ________ ~· 
INTEGER ARRAY NUMVARS[liNUMBLOCKS), OU491COO 02CtOOOotl 
. WEIGHH21MSILE]J ---------- 00492000 02CIOOC215 ·--------
--- ----- XS I Zt:.( 11 t;UM8l.J:JC KS) J - -·----- 00 49 3\.i 00 02C I 00 0515 ----------·-
REAl.- ARRAY BlGXt21MSIZEiliMVARJ; --------- OU494UOO 02ClOOOiJI3 MCOIMSIZE••liMS~LEl• 00495000 02CI000Cil 
·------· -- ---·--· M'\'Cllt~UMBLOCKS•Utt~SlZElP ---------- 00496000 02CI001Q12----------
------ ------- --- · ··-- --·- ·· OBJC 11 NUI-'BLOCKS; 11 MVARlt_ ---------- 00497000 02C I 0011110-
OTINIJEXll1NUMbLUCKSt,OI0TSIZEJ• _____ _ 00498000 02CI001712 ---------
OTS(liNuM8LOCKS1UIOTSIZE••1tQTSIZEl• 00499\.iOO 02CI00l~IO 
RCOSff(liNUMBLOI:KSl; - -··-------· OOSOOf.iOO 02CI001F14-
--- ------ - -- TEMPX(Oll l• ·-· -------- 00501000 02C I 002212 ------------- . 
-------·-· XVALUECliNUMBLOCKSJ11MVARlJ --------- 00502000 02CtOC2212 ------·------- -· ____ t':,_ 
DEFINE UPTO = STEP 1 UNTIL~J 00503000 02Cl002514 
SNITCH FILE OVTFILEI"' QUTl• OUT21 OUT3J ---------· OU504f.i00 O~CI002514 
- ---·--- ---- ----- · PROCEDURE Wl1 jTETOD ISK ( F I L.EID H -- -- ---·-- 0050500 0 0 2C 10 02 915 ~ 
-------·- ·------- _ VALUE fiLEID _ .. _______ 00506000 02Cl002915 ----------- -~ 
INTEGER FILEIDJ 00507000 02Ct002915 
UEG IN ---------- OIJ5Q 80 00 02C I 002915 
l T 0 W R IT E THE S 0 L U T I 0 N S ll NT 0 THE 0 U Tf I L E • - --- ---- 0 0 50 9 0 0 0 0 2 C 1 0 0 2 9 I 5 · -----------
- WRITE(OUTFILE(FILEIDJ;•INU!o~VARSC•l>J ·----· __ OU510v00 02CI002915 ______ 0 
fOR 141=1 UP10 ~UMBLOCK~ DO 5 00511000 C2CI003512 
8 E G·I N - ---.. 0 0 5 1 2 0 0 0 0 2 C I 0 0 3 9 I 5 
J41s NUMRQWS[l4) + 1J _ -- ---6----00513GOO 02CI003915 --------· --------, 
l WRlTE THE OPTI~AL TA8Lt::AU FOR EACH SiiB::.YSTEfola __ -·- OU514COO 02CIC03ol3 .. ----···-- --' 
fOR K41= O·UPTO J4 DO OU515UOO 02Ct003bl3 
·wRITECOUTFILECf ILEIDJI*,FOR l.41••1 Uf'Tu J4 DO uTSCI4,K4,L4lH ... -- 00516000 02CI0040IO 
--- ------ s ~~fHc~~~d~gHirE~bl~~~fa~~-E~,!g ~~Tcb~~ 1 ~o 0 br~~5~xf~~n~n~ ~~:~-- gg§i~ggg g~~:gg§i:~ __________ -_·--= ~ 
% WRITE OUT THE uPTI~AL ~OLUTIONS FOk EA'H SUBSY~fE~• OU519~00 02CI006212 
WRITE<OUTFILECFILEIDJI•,FOR 1.41>!•1 UPlC NUMVARS(I4J DO ---- - ---· OU520COO 02CI006212- ------------
XVALUE[l4,L4J)} -- 00521000 02CI006gll -----------
EN 0} ___ __ . __ . 0 IJ 52 2 0 0 0 0 2 C I 0 0 7 3 I 2 
l WRITE THE BASIS FOR MASTER PROBLEMa 6 00523000 02CI007315 
FOR !41=0 UPTO MSIZE DO -- 00524000 02CI007315 
WRfTECOuTF!LECFILEID],•,FOR L4l••l uPT~ MSIZE Du Mtl41L4J); ---- oo525ooo o2caoo7at2 
W R T E ( 0 U T F L E ( F ll. E I D l 1 *, j'j EIGHT[ • ] ) J ___ 0 0 52 6 0 0 0 0 2 C I 0 0 8 9 I 5 
FOR I41=2 PTO MSIZE DO 00527000 02CI009412 































J41= •CWE!GHTC14l ~00 lOOl; 
IF ~· > 0 AND J4 <= NU~BLOCKS THEN WRITECOUTFILECFILEIDl•••FOR L4tml UPlC NUMVARStJ4J DO BIGX(l4•L4))J ENDJ -
LOCKCQUTFILECFILEIDJ)J 
END OF_ ~RlTETODl~KJ_ 
------ - -- ----------
-------------------------------------
....... :'"' --- ----------------
-...: :'fl -------------------------- -
'' 
,,-



















































































FOR Jll=l STEP 1 UNTIL NUMROWS[Il DU 
BEGIN 
RESIZE(A(!JJl,•l•ARRAYSlZE,RETA!N)J 
FOR Kli=NUMCOLSCIJ+l SlEP 1 UNTI~ ARRAYSIZE DO 
A(l•Jl•Kl)I=OJ -


























02~100021t g ~ E: g ~ g f: 2 ------- -------- ~ 
02Et000814 -
· 0 2 E I 0 0 0 D I 3 --------------












VARSTATUS(llJI•a; AClPJl,Il}lslJ VARSTATU~CllJt•a; AC!IJl,Il l=lJ 













., •q --·-·--:_ =~-=--=-=- ----- ---. 
ENDJ . - --
FOR K1l=1 STEP !-UNTIL NUMROWStjl DO 
RESIZE(A(l1Kl•*l•l1•RETAINl 
·ARRAYSIZEl=IlJ 
---- ---------------END ·oF AOOSl..ASURARTJ·---- ---
8" ------------ ·-----
6 .. -·--






P R 0 C E 0 U R E SETUP 8 AS IS ( ARRAYS I Z E 1 8 , Bl N 0 EX 1 1 )) -- - -- - - ---- ---
VALUE ARRAYSIZE, ---·------·· 
IJ- - ·····-INTEGER ARRAYSIZEJ I; -----
INTEGER ARRAV BlNOEXCOl 
HEAl ARRAY A(O,•llJ 
BEG!"' INTEGER !11 ---- --
~ H --- - - -- -
------- ------------- S PHASE I AND PHASE-II OBJ F'N IN THE l:lASlS• 











FOR 111=1 STEP 1 UNTIL ARRAYSIZE 00 ___ _ 
S SLACK VARIAB~E lN THE BASlSe 
IF VARSTATUSC11J=4 THEN -





. ELSE IF VARSTATUSCI1l=8 THEN _.I ART • VARo IN THE BASIS• 
BEGIN 
- B(l,Jlt==•+1lt••lJ 
- A(JliJlll=lJ - - · 
. 8INDEX[Jlli==I1J 
X(I1lt=BCJ1;•1lt•HHSCIPK1:•••1lJ ENDJ · -- · ------ -- ·· 
END OF SETUPBASISJ----- ----- · 
02EI003F14 









--- --5 -- 0 0 56 4 0 0 0 0 2 C I 0 0 C 0 I 5 -
- - -- -- · · 0 0 56 50 0 0 0 2 C I 0 0 C 0 I 5 
_____ ----- 0 U 56 6 0 0 0 0 2 C I 0 0 C 0 I 5 ------------------00567GC0 02CIOOCul5 
---------- 0\1568000 02C I OOCO 15 
---------- 0056 90 0 0 0 2C I OOC 0 I 5 






·------SETUPBAS!S IS SEGf't.NT 0002F------------
___ 5 ____ 00573000 02FI0000IL __ Q. 
0~574COO 02FIOGOQI1 




----------- 00579000 02F I 000614 -----------------
00580000 02FI00071S----
0058l000 O~FI000813 -------------------00582000 02FIOOOOIO 
00583000 02FIOOODIO -












· - 0 0 59 2 0 0 0 0 2 F I 0 0 l E I 3 ------------ . 
01.1593000 02Ft0020I3 --------------- c.: 
0059~000 02FI002210 
0 0 59 50 0 0 0 2 F I 0 C 2 7 I 3 ----' ---
6 00596000 02FI002SIO · 
SETUPBA~IS< 02F LIS .002LL.O~G ----------- ~: 
v 














INTEGER ARRAY BI~D~XCOlJ 









_.. 1A --- -------------
,. 
. MlJ 
REA~ ARRAY TEMP[Qil]l 
ZJCJ[OIARRAYSIZEl, 
OPTIMALI=FAL.SEJ 
~ COMPUTE VAL.UE OF OBJ FN FOR PHASE I AhC Ile 
IF PHASE=l AND ITERATlON=O THEN 
BEGIN 
-----------------·· ---- FOR Mll=0;1 DO. 
,. .FOR L.ltaO STEP 1 UNTIL. SSIZE DO TEMP(~lli•••8CM11L.ll•Bt~lJ•ll 
. ·--·---------- ------ ; 
::•) 
---·--·- ------· 
o; · FOR Mli=O, 1 DO B(Ml;•ll i:tTEMPCMl li 
,.------------------------ ENDi 
.: ------ ZJCJCO) &.:•ZJCJTULJ 
· ·----- ~-------- ENTERCOL.I =L.EAVEkDW I :o; 
oo. IF PHASE=1 AND 8[1,•11•0 THEN PHASEiaOJ 
FOR !11=1 STEP 1 UNTIL. ARRAYSIZE DO 
'8 E GIN 
·---------~----- FOUNDI=FALSEJ . . 
FOH Jlt=2 STEP 1 wHIL.ECJl <• BSIZE AhC NOT FOUND) 00 
IF BINDEXCJll=Il THEN FOUNDizTRUEJ . 
IF FOUND iHEN 
1" 
·----- HGi~A:'>E=l AND ITER A TION=O THEN --- -----· ---~-,, 
5 00597000 02CtOOCot5 
00598000 02Ct00COI5 
OC599000 02CtOOCol5 












ZJMINliSCJ IS 'SE(;"'E~T 0003o----- -~-- -----
,., 
. 5 0 0 61 3 C 0 8 0 3 8 I 0 0 0 0 I l · ---------0U614~0 O.l 100001 ----------·---- t~ Ou615COO 03Qt000Qil 0.0616UOO 03010000%1 -----------
0 0 61 7(, 0 0 0 .l C I 0 0 0 (II 1 ------------ -- ------








- 00625UOO 0301000914 
---- OU626000 030:001211.-----------00627000 03Ct001513 
00628000 0301001EI3 
6 -- 00629000 030100lE13-
00630000 030t001Fl5 
6 
00631000 0301002111 --------00632000 0301002412 
0063:3000 030 I 002815 -------------
00634000 030100281S 
OU635~00 0301002913 
. 0 0 6 3 6 C 0 0 0 j 0 t 0 0 2 D I 5 --------











JJ FOR Lli=O STEP 1 UNTI~ BSIZE DO 
X(llli=•+B(Jl,L.ll • 8LL.l;•t]J 
---------- -- 00641000 030 I 003q 15 ------·-------· 











""' " -- --:--·--
/' 47 
.- • r) 
,,. 
~-
,.... .... , 
...: 





IF PHASE ., 1 OR VARSTATUStlll ~. 7 THEN 
BEGIN 
ZJCJCilli=BCPHASE,OJ•(IF ~1 <• ~UMCOLSCil THEN 
08JCOEfF[L.•I;l1 ELSE Q) + BCPnASE•ll-* 
CIF VARST~TUS(I ]•~ l~~N 1 EL.S~ O)J 
FOR L.l!22 STEP 1 UNTIL. BS!ZE DC - -
Z J C J ( I 1 ] I "'* + B (PHASE 1 1.1 ] *A Cl ~ L.l • 11 I 1 ]; -~ -~- · ---
IF ZJCJCHJ < ZJCJ(OLTHEN- -- -- ___ -- ---
tiE GIN ZJCJCOJuZJCJtllH ------ -~·-· ---- · ···--·-----
ENJERCOL.hilJ · -- ----- ·· 
END . _ _ 
END OF ZJCJJ 
- ENDJ . --- - -
IF ENTERCO~•O AND ZJCJCO~••ZJCJTO~ THEh OPTIMAL.t•TRUEJ 
IF NOT OPTIMAL. THEN 
BEGIN INTEGER 121 - -~- ---
REAL. MIN~~ JJ I 01 .. - -- -- - --. 
RATIO 
FOR 121=0 STEP 1 UNTIL BSIZE DO 
BEGIN 
Y[I2lt•BCI2,0l • CIF ENTERCO~ 
· OBJCOEFF[L.}l1ENTERCOL.l <* hU~CvL.SCil THEN E~SE 0) + 8Cl211] • 
00643000 0301003AI5 . 00b4 4 C 0 0 0 30 I 00 3FI4 -----------------
.----- -- 0064)QQO 0~0 I 004211 
_____ 7 ___ 0064o000 OjO 1004211 
00647000 030:004612 00648000 0301004911 _______ _ 
--- ?-- 00649000 0301004914 
00650000 0301004Cl3 -------------00651000 0301005111 
00652000 0301005411 
00653000 -0301005815 
-------. OU654000 030 l005F: 0 ------
0065,000 030t006Q12 










00 66200 0 030 I 00 6 710 -·--· . 
00663000 0301006712 0 0 6 6 4 0 0 0 0 3 0 I 0 0 6 7 l 5 -------~--
a.oooo IS SE\i~ENT 0~031--'---- --------
00665000 031 IOOOO 1 ------·---------00666000 031tOOOoll 00667000 031t0000il _____ _ 
00668000 0 311 OOOo 11 · ----------













CIF VAkSTATUS(~NTERCOLJ • 8 ~~~N 1 E~S~ O>J 
FOR J21=2 ~TE~ 1 UNTI~ BSIZE 00 
Yli2li=•+B[l2.J2J•Ali•J2•l•ENTERCOLlJ 
ENDi 
:1i COMPUTE RATlOe 
LEAVEROWI::Q; 
MINRATIOI: 10••10J 
FOR I21=2 STEP 1 UNTIL BSIZE DO 
BEGIN 
IF BCI2,•1l < RHSTOL T~EN Bti2••1l!• RHSTOL • 12J IF Y[I2l > 0 THEN 
BEGIN 
RAT!OI•B(I2••1J/Y[I2J} 






IF LEAVEROW = 0 AND MiftRATIO ·d 10••10 TH~N 
BEGIN 
WRITEtLINE•<X5,"THE ENTERING COLUMN IS "•I3>JlNTERC0L>J 
~RITEtLINE•<X5•"~~@N0 COLUMN IN THE lAB~EAU I~ ELIGIBLE 
· u LEAVE THE BASIS AFTER "1I~1" lTERATlONS THUS "I 
~- "SUBSYSTEM #"•12•" HAS AN UNBC~~OED SOL~TIO~S ">• 
ITt:RATION.ii >J-PRQGRAMABORTJ --- ---- · 
- -----·------ ------------- ENDJ --------t -----·-·---------------.END OF OPT!MALJ _____________ _ 
.. 




-~-·-- -------- ---------- ·---------- -
--- ·---- ---------------------------· 
•.. --













0067~1;00 0311 oooc 11 
00673(;00 0 3 11 0 0 0 F I 1-
Ov674CCO 0311001315 ~-00il75000 0311001AI0 
7 00676000 0 3 11 0 0 l A I 3 · ----------
0(;677000 03li001AI3-
ou67Bvoo 0311001Bil Et 00679000 0311001013 ---
oooeoooo 0311002211 
7 oo6elvoo 0311002211 ---------- -
OU682~00 8Hl88~~l~ ------------ --- ~ OU683000 
8 0066QUOO 0311002810 ----· -- ···---- -------
OU61:l5008 8 3 i I 0 0 2 A I 2 -- --- -- - -- ---- . 0U08600 O~l:gg~~;~ ---------- "?_. 9 00687Ci00 
OU688000 0311002Cil 
001)8~000 03110021)11 
ft 9 00690000 0311002Qil ~ OUo9lCOO 0311002Qil OOtJ92000 O.lli002Q14 -
To~' 
OU693COO 0 3 11 0 C 3 0 I 2 - - -- --- - - ---
7 OUCl94000 8H:gg~g:~ ----·--·------ t:. ov69:,ooo 
00696U(.;0 03lt003Ail ------
0009700~ ~3ll00~Ail ---------- . ooe9e~~oA o~tn53o~gr-a____ C'-:. 
o0699000 a31tooqo•2 
OU700COO- 03il00Ql13- · 
7 00701000 03 1004113 ~ 
a,ooo6<C31>" IS 0047 l.Ot-G- -· 
6 OU702000 0301006813 






-----·------------------- -·=-~~~:=- = r. 
~ 





















INTEGER ARRAY BINOEX(O)J 
REAL ARRAY 8[0>•1), 
noJ; 
BEGIN 




~ COMPUTE VECTOR NETAc 
FOR 131 0 STEP 1 UNTIL dSIZE DO 
rY[l3]1 •YCI3l/Y[LEAVEROW)J 
FYCLEAV ROWJI=l/YlLEAVEKOWl•lJ 
FOR 131 •1 STEP 1 UNTIL dSIZE DO BEG IT'~ 
TE~PCI3lt~BCLEAVERDW•lJJJ . 
FOR J3t=O STEP 1 UNTIL ~SIZE DO 
B(J3,I3ll=• + TEMP[l3l * FYCJ3lJ 
ENOJ 
% RESET VARIABLE X AS IT lS NO MORE IN T~~ ~ASlSa 
XCOLOINDEXI=~INUEXCLEAV~H0Wll!=01 
------ VARSTATUS(I1LIJlNOEXll"*•lJ 
----,-------- BIND EX (LEAVEriOW )I =ENTI:..RCOU 

























------ ---- ·-· -----
00722000 0331000EI0 
00723000 0331001012-------
0 0 7 2 4 ~ 0 0 0 3 3 l 0 0 1 5 I 0 ------------
00725000 0331001~10 
00726000 0331001714 
0 0 7 27 C 0 0 0 3 3 I 0 0 1 C I 1 --------------
00728~00 033t0020I5 
OU729000 0331002112 





--------- ·- Oll735UOO 0331002915 --------
00736(;00 0331 002C I 0 ----------
-:'r" 
IF VARSTATUSCENTERCOL1=~ THEN 
BEGIN 
WRlTECLINEJ<XS,"@@~ARTlFICA~ VARIA~~E ~ElNG PIVOT INTO THE ", 
·· - -- "BASIS ThUS THE SUBSYSTEM 1",12," HAS AN INFEASIB~E "; 
_ ___ _ "SOLUTION">, I);_---------
- ---6 00737000 0331002013 00738000 03310a2~10 
o o 7 3 9 c a o o 3 3 1 o a 2 Fl s -- -----------
0074ouoo 033J002FI5 ________ _ 
DATA IS 001F-LO~G 
·-- --00741000 0331003512 -----
------------ 01!742000 --0331003613- ----· 
---- -6. 00743000 0331003613 ---------
- _______ UPDAJEC033LIS_003D_LOI\G ------------
---- PROGRAMABORH- --
---------- -ENDJ - ··-
------- ___ END OLUPDATEL __ . __ _ 
::-·-· 
, 









.10 -·-- --------·------------~---· -------- ·- --------·--------
------------------ ---- -· ----
•: 
- 4J ------------- -------------------........J...------------···· 






















-tl' .. · 
·----~-- -------
~ -------- ------ - ---------
e· 
e .. - ----
f) 
PROCEDURE FnRMENTERCOLtCHECKQPTI~AL•l•~SlZE,MY)J 




REAL ARRAY MYll•O]J 
13EGII\ 
REAL ARRAY TEMPl21MSIZEJJ 
INTEGER CONVEXROW• 
15• JSJ 
CONVEXR~wt=NUMROWSCOl + I + 1J 
FOR 151=0 STEP 1 UNTIL MSIZE DO MY[I,I5JI= OJ 




FOR JSI=l STEP 1 UNTIL NUMROWSCOl DO 
E!EGIN . 
WOAI= • • M[O,J5+11 * CtiJJ5•I5lJZ[~J • (A] 
WlAl=+ + M[l1JS+ll • C(l•JS,IS)J 
ENDi 
MYCI,OJI 2 • + (WOA + O~J(I,fSll * XVALUEti,ISJ; 
MY(l,lJI= * + WlA * XVALUE[ •lSJJ . 
IF NOT CHECKOPTIMAL ANU IS<=NU~ROWS(Ol THEN 
FOR J51=1 STEP 1 UNTIL NUMCOLSC!l 00 
MYCI,I5 + 1JI• * + Cli•I5•J5J * XVAL~ELI•J5li END OF NUMCOEFJ 
FOR 151=0•1 DO MYCIII5Jia + + ~CI5•CQ~VEXR0Wli 
IF ~OT CHECKOPTIMAL THEN MY[I,CONVEXRCAJI=1i 
FOR 151=2 STEP 1 UNTIL MSIZE DO . 
FOR J51=2 STEP 1 UNTIL MSIZE DO 
TEMPCISll= • + MCISJJSJ * MY(I•JS]J 
FOR 151=2 STEP 1 UNTIL MSIZE DO MYCI,l541• TEMP(l5ii 
END .OF. FORMENTERCOLi ___ ··--··-- . 
--- -- ----- ··---------- -------
··-··------- ------
s 00744COO 02CIOOCQ15 
00745000 02CI00COI5 
00746COO .02CIOOC015 
OU747COO 02Ct00CQ15 "" 
oo748ooo -.ozc 1 ooco 15 ------------
oo749UOO: · 02C I COCO 15 ----------------
0 0 7 50 0 0 0 0 2 C I 0 0 C 0 I 5 _ ------------- ('; 00751000 02Ct00CQI5 -
00752~00 02C:OOCOI5 
FORIIENTEfiCOL IS SE<.."ENT 00035_-----
5 0 0 7 5 J0 0 0 0 3 5 I Q 0 0 3 I l ____ __ . ~ 
00754vOO 0351000311 
00755000 0351000311 
00756COO 0351000311 QU 75 7 U 0 0 '_0 35 I 0 00511 _______ -------- (f 





8aU007 IS SEG"E~T 00036 007olCOO 036:Q000ll 
00762000 0361000011 
00763000 0361000415 






00767000 036!000F:2 ~ 






Bo0007C~36) IS u02A LD~G 0077 3Ci00 0351001211 ·----·-
00774000 035t 00 lC 13 ------
00775000 035:00 lF 12 -··--------------00776000 0351002410 00777COO 0351002814 --------
00778000 0351002[13 






---------- PROCEDURE PIVOTE~TERCOCCARRAYSiZE;BIGXPI,MlT,MPHASE,i'ISIZE•. ------- S 





















--- ·· --- -- -- ---- - -- --- --- - ~ H h j - - - · 




-------------- REAL AR~~fZ§iGX(2•ll• · -------
------------- " XVALUUl,lJL ____ _ 
BEGIN , 








Z COMPUTE RATIO• 
MINRATIOI= 10*"10i _______ _ 
ROWLEAVEt=OJ 
FOR 161"'2 STEP r· UNTIL MSIZE DO 
BEGIN . 


























02C IOOCO 15 ·------------
02CIOOCOI5 -------------
02CIOOCOI5 O<!CIOOCQ15 ___________ _ 
02CIOOCOI5 
0 2 c : 0 0 c 0 : 5 -----·----
{ ... l
02C:oocot5 · ----------------- (" 
o2c 1 coca as -----------· • 02CIOOCOI5 02C I COCO 15 ------ --- ------
02C I OOCO 15 ·---------- ----
02CI00COI5 
02CIOOC015 02C I OOCO 15 ---- --










0 3 7 I 0 0 0 D 1 5 ------------------


































~RITECLINE,<XS."P@@NO ~OLUMN IN Th~ l~bl~AU IS ELIGIB~E Tg "I 
"lEAVE THE MASTER ClASIS ~ ITtRAl!O~ •"•!~•" DURI!'IG ', 
"THE PIVOllNG 0~ ENTERING COLUto~~",/X8,"FRUM SUBSYSTEM "• 
"#"•13•" THUS THE PROBLEM HAS A~ UNtlOUNOEU SOLUTIGN">, 
6 
00819000 0371001012 




· UATA IS U018 LO~G 
MIT.I>I 00824QOO 0371002013 
PROGRAMABORTJ 00825000 0371002612 
---------------
-------- ENOi · 00826000 0371002713 ------------------------~ COt.lf'UTE VECTOR NETAe 6 00827000 0371002713 
FOR J61=0 STEP 1 UNT1l MSlZE DO 00828000 0371002713 " 
FY( J6l1 = •MH I 1J6l I MH I.~ RDWLEAVE lJ 00 l:l2 9 ~ 0 0 0 371 002C I 0 ---------
FYCRO~LEAVEl1=1/MY[!IRO~LEAVEl•1J 00830000 0371003013 
FOR Jol=•l STEP 1 UNTIL MSIZE Do 00831000 0371003313 -----------
BEGIN 00832000 0371003dll 
TEMPtJ6]1:M(ROWLEAVE,J6]J 6 00833v00 03710031:)11 
FOR K61=0 STEP 1 UNTIL MSlZE DO 00834~00 0371003AI5 
M(K6,J6)1: • + TEMP(J6J * FV[K6lJ 00835000 0371003FI2 
ENOJ 00836000 0371004410 







------ ~RITECLINE~<"THE INCOMING CANDIDATE Cu~uMN IS G~NERATEO FROM"J 00838000 037t004S11 
...,.-· ... -- _ "SUflSYSTE.M J"Jl3>,l)J _ 00639\iOO 0371004713 ---------------
:: UATA IS u031 LOI\G 
--------------IF MPtll THEN 00340000 037t004Ct2 -------------
----------BEGIN - · --- 00841000 OHI004C15 ---------------
-------'----------- ~RITEChlNEJ<X5,"@@@MASH:R PROBLEM liAS ~OT REACHED OPTIMAL "• -6--- OU6112000. 037t004D12-
'AFTER ITERATION #"PI3,/X5J"AN~ lHE lEAVlNG ~EIGHT IS " 00843000 0371004F11 
--:-------- ·- •"WC"•lS,"l",/X9•"THE ENTERING II[IGHT IS ~~"·•I5•"l">• --- -----00844000 0371004Fil ______ _ 
::-
:( 
-------------- __ - ------- CATA IS OOOF lO!'IG-------
- ~"- ---- --------- WR lTE t n~~~~t.¥~t c C~tb~A ~~] os~tHiG~ °F t~t? ION FuR PHASE II •", --- ----- gg~~~~ ~g g H; g~§~ I~ ... -------------
,.,--- . Fl3•6•/"THE VALUE. OF OBJECTIVE FuNCTION tOR PHASE I mn---- 00847000 0371005811 ----------- -----·-----
·- ------- ·1Fl3o6>1M(O;•lJ,MtlJ•lJ)J - - -------·OOI:l48000 0371005rll1 ---------------
------------ __ U AT A l S 0 0 2 5 L 0 N G ------- ----------







WE!GHTCROHLEAVEJI=•CMIT * 100 + !H ------ -- --------- 6--- OOo51000 0371006012-----------
RESIZECeilGXU!OWLEAVEJ * ]; ARRAYSIZE, fiE.TAINH ___ ---------- __ 00652000 0371007013 ·---------- '-·' 
- RESIZE<XVALUECI,•l• ARRAYSIZE1 RETAlN)J 00653000 0371007312 
"' ----------------- FOR K61=1 STE:P 1 UNTIL ARRAYSIZE DO . - -- ------------ 00854000 0371007610·--------------
- 'r·=-=-:=-_-__ -__ -:___________ HHH~~lrH~~A~gHnvA_:u~~I~K 6 H ____ .... ___ . . - -- -- -:_-_~--- ggg§~888 8Hi88Hl5 ----------------==-----------
"' $ SET 0 M IT = N 0 P R I rH - 0 0 8 57 0 0 0 U M IT 
, .. ------------. - - WRITE(LINE.;<"BIGX"~15<1110CFl3o6))>#81CiXCROWLEAVEi•J>J ----------------00858000- OMIT ----
- -------- ------ S POP OMIT - - -- - ----- - ·-- -.-- 00859000 0371008015 
•o __ ------ ------ --- ·=_=-~-=-:-E~~-~=~~~OTENTERCOU --~:~:~---~--:==--~~:-··:~- -~--:-_ :__:::P~VOTENT_E2J~t_~l~-~L_~r~88S~~Bt-_G-----=--==--= 







































-· ·- -------- ---------
---------- -- --· -- --- ---· --
- -----·- --------~---· 




INTEGEK I• SIZEJ 
REAL PROUUCTPIVOTJ 
INTEGER ARRAY INDEX[O]i 
REAL ARRAY 8ASIS(0••1]J 
BEGIN 
INTEGER ARRAY DUMMYOBJ[OI2•SIZE+l]J ~ CvMMY 06J~CTIVE• 
REAL ARRAY NEWBtOrsiZE,•212•SIZE•1li 
BOOLEAN fOUNDJ 
INTEGER ECOL• S THE INDEX fOR ENTERING 'OLUMNe 
18• S LOOP COUNTER• 
J8-
K8• L.a. 
LHOWi Z THE INDEX FOR LEAVING R~W• REAL MINHATIO• 
MiriZJCJ~ 
RATlO• ZJCJJ 
DErlNE UPTQ=STEP 1 WNTIL #J-
IF S[I•7l THEN 
FOR 161= 0 UPTO SIZE 00 · · 
WRITECLINE•<4CI,10<Fl3•6))>,FQR L81=•1 ~Pro SlZ~ DO 8ASIS[l8•L6lH 
NE~BCO•Olt=NEW~ll•l]lc1J 
~ " 
FOR I81=2 UPTO SIZE DO -
BEGIN . _ 
J81=!NDEXC !BlJ 
NEH8(0,18J!=UBJCOEFF[L•l•JBlJ 
IF VARSTATUS[J~J = 6 THEN NEWB[1,!8Jis tJ. 
FOR K61=l UPTO NUMRO~Slil DO _ . 
NE~B(K8•1•I8li=All•K~•J6)j 
NE~BCI8J•1]1= HHS[l1I8•l]J-- ---
NE~B[Id,•2]l=•iJ - --~ EN D ; . _ _ _ __ _ _____ . 
~ ATTACHED ARTIFICIAL-VARIABLES "TO-ORIGlhAL MATR!Xe 
---------- Je:= SIZE • 11 --- -------- ---- -
• K8t= 2*SIZE • 1J ---------FOR 181=J8 UPTO K8 DO 
BEGI"' 







- ~ REINITIALIZE THE PRODUcT-oF PIVot ELEMENTS, 
------------------- PRODIJCTPIVQTI=lJ -- ---
------------------- ------ ~ COMPUTE ZJ•CJ FUR ALL .COL.UMNSe _______ --




--- FOR I8t=O UPTO K8 DO 
___________ -_-__ -_-_-___ -
6 2Se~t=OJ- . _. ___ _ 
FOR- L8l=2 UPTO SIZE DO 
-- ZJCJI= * • NEW8[L8,"2l ·tr--NEWBCL8JI8lJ 
ZJCJ l=•ro•QUMMYOBJ (IS]; -·-----
-------------- ---- IF ZJCJ < M lNZJCJ. THEN BEGIN 
-- ---- ---- ----- -- ------ - ---- M I NZJCJ I =ZJCJJ .. -· -------0 ·--------- ---- -------·--· ECQL1:tl8J 









IF N 0 T F 0 UN 0 THEN -- -·-- -- - -BEGIN 
i COMPUTE RATIO TEST• 
FOR 181=2 uPTO SIZE DU 
BEGIN 
IF NEwBCie,•tJ < RHSTOL THEN N[WBC18J•1ll• RHSTOL * lBJ 




























- ----· - 00896000 
-- . ----- 0 0 8 9 7 0 0 0 






























00927000 e -- oo92aooo 







































03CtOOOFI2 ------------ ~ 03CI001712 
03CI001DIS-
03CI002014 f 
03C I 002512------------ ': 03CI002SI2 
03CI002614 
03CI002A:3 
0 3 C : 0 0 2 E I 3 --------------03CI003312 
03CI003813 
~· 









03C:004S10 ------------ ~ 
0 3 C I 0 0 4? I 4 ··---------- .· 03C t00Q910 
03CI004913 
03CI004913- -------
03C 1 004A 12 ------------ ~-03CI004A12 
03CI004B10 
03CI004BI3 -·-------------· ------- , 03C I 004o 15 _______________ li 
03CI004C13 





03Ct005S13 ---------- cJ. 
0 3C I 0050 11 --------------------03Ct005Q14 0 3 C I 0 0 5 E I 1 ·- - --- . 
03CI005FIO 


















- ---~ ---. - ----------
~ -------------------
..... 







RATIO!= NEWBCI8,•1J I NE~BCI81ECOLJJ 







~ UPDATE MAT~IX IN ORUEH TO OBTAIN TH~ ~E~ BASI~ INVERSE• 
FOR 181=0 uPTu LROW•lJ LRO~•l UPTU SILE DU 
FOR Lal=•l, 2 UPTO ECUL•l; ECOL•l U~lu K8 DO 
NEW8Cl81L8Jic • ·~ENB[LROW,L8J • NEA8[l8;ECOLl 
/NE~BCLROW1ECOLlJ 
FOR Ioi=O UPTo LROW•liLRO~•l UPTO SlZ~ 00 NEWb(lB•ECOLll=ui 
FOR L81=•1 UPTO ECOL•l, ECOL•l· UPTQ.K8 00 
NE~8(LROW•L8JI: •INEWtiCLROWJECOLJJ NEWBCLROW•ECOLll=lJ 
NE~B(LROW••2JI=OUMMYObJCECOL)J 
END OF FIJ 
I~ 0 s~~.UL~~~N 
WRITECLINE;<"MAlRIX REINVERSION TAKE~ PLACE AND THE NE~ "' 
"PRODUCT OF PIVOT ELEMENTS ISIRIF~0•6~,PRUDUCTPlVOT)J 
FOR 181=0 UPTO SIZE DO 
BEGIN 8ASISCI8;•1JI:NEWB[I8;•1JJ 
FOR LBI= 0 UPTO-SIZE DO BASISCI8•L~l'* NEHBCI8,J8 ·• L8JJ 
------------- I~ 0 ~Cij7J THEN- - - . ~...,.·_, 
-~------·------------- FOR Iat:o UPTO SIZE DO 
~R.ITECLINE;<4(/,lO<Fl3eb))~;FOR L81••1 UPTO SIZE 00 


























009)2~00 03Cr00AQI3 OU953C!OO 03C l 006113 ----- -· --··-· ---






0096lUOO 03C I OCCE I 0 -------




00965000 03C I OODA ll ----------
00966000 03Ct00E310 -------------00967COO 03C:OOEJ13 
00968000 03CIOOE415 
Ov969000 · 03C I 00E915 ------------
0 0 9 7 0 C 0 0 0 3 C I 0 0 f l I 5 --------
END __ OF ---~A_ 1~!_~~ E It-. VERSION! _____ _ 
:·. 
00971000 03C!OOFBI5 
MA TR IXREINVERSlON' 0 JC) -IS 0 l 04 LO~ G ----
'~------·----
";p -- ------







































~ SET UP MASTER P~OBLEMo 5 OU972UOO 
IF ADVANCESOL~ a 0 THEN 00973000 
BEGIN OU974~00 M(Q,O]I~M(l,l)l=lJ 5 OU975uOO 
K41=lJ 00976000 
FOR 141=1 STEP 1 UNTIL NUMHO~SCO] DO 00977COO 
CASE STATUSCOII4l • 2 OF 00978000 BE~IN OU979000 
lt M(l,K41: • + 1JI£•1J 6 00980000 
M[K4,•1]1~RHS[Q,I4]J 00981000 
N[K41K4Jl=li . 00982(;00" 21 M[l,K41= * + 1Jic•1J 00983000 
M[K4J•1JI=RMS[Oil4]J 0U984COO 
M(K4,K4]1:1J - 00985GOO 
31 M(K41= •.+ 1J•l]I=RHS(O,l4]J OU986000 
M[K4,K4l l=li OU9tJ7C,;OO 
ENDJ 00988000 
FOR !41=1 S~EP 1 UNTIL NUMtiLOCKS DO 6 00989000 
BEGIN _. _. _ OU990uOO 
M(K41= * + i1•lllalJ 6 OU991000 
M[l1K4ll 00 •11 00992000' 
M(K41K4]hlJ 00993000' 
ENDJ 00994000 
FOR I41=0il DO 6 00995000 
FOR L41=0 STEP 1 UNTIL MSIZE DO 00996000 
TEMPX[l4JI= * +· H[l41L4l * M(L41•1JJ 00997000 













IF MP[Ol THEN OU99\IUOO 
.. HRITECLINE,<"THE VALUE OF UBJ~CTIVE FUNCliON FOR PhASE Il a•, 01000000 ~ ---------------- ---- - F13t611"THE VALUE OF OBJECTIVE FvNCllON FOR t'HASE I *"' 01001000 
-'----· ---- ... ·----- FUoo>,M(O,•lJ,M(l,•lJ)J _ .. 01002000 
o: llATA ;,------ ----·-- END-- 01003000 i-,---- ELSE BEGIN 5 0100lt000 
- ------- ____ ---------------- % READ IN NUMBER OF VAk I ABLES PER f:jLGCt<. e 5 010050 00 
READCADVANCEflLE•*INUMVARSC*llJ 01006UOO 
l'IRITECLtNE.U,NUMVARSL•l>J ---- 01007000 
F 0 R 14 I ::: 1 UP T 0 N U M l:l LUCKS D 0 -- ·- 0 l 0 0 e ~ 0 0 
BEGIN . __ . 01009000 
J41= NUMRO~S[l4J + 1J 6 OlOlUCOO 
,. ---·---·· ~--__ -------------
-' 
'· ~ -· ~ 
i READ IN THE OPTIMAL TABLEAU FOR EACH SUBSYSTEM• --- 01011000 
--------------- ----- FOR K41=0 UPTO J4 DU -- ·-- 01012000 
BEGIN . . __ OlOl.J~CO 
READ(ADVANCEFILE•••FOR L41=•1 UPlC J4 DO 01SCI4•K4,L4llJ 1 01014UOO ~RITE(LINE,/•FOR Lq:=•l UPTO J4 llG OTSCl4•~4•L4]lJ ---- 01015000 
END; · · - ---- -· ···-- 0 1 0 1 6 0 0 0 
.. % READ IN THE INDICE.S OF VARIABLES It. TH~ BASlS OF EACH ------1 .. 01017000 
t SUBSYSTEM• 01018000 ~ REAOCADVANCEFILE•••FOR L41:0 UPTO J4 DO OTihDEX[!4•L4llJ ----- 01019GGO 
---------- ------- l'IRITECL!i~E,/,FOR L4t::O UPTO J4 UO CTIND£X[l4•L4])J ------01020000 9 ------ ---------- ----------- ---------- S READ I~ THE OPTIMAL SOLUTION FOK lht:. SUI:!SYSIEMe _ ----- 01021000 
REAUCADVANCEFILE•••FOR L41•1 UPlO ~UMVARSCI4l DO 01022000 
---------- ------ XVALUE[l4•L4))J . - ---· 01023000 
·--- ------------------------ WRITECLINE•I•FOR L41=1 UPTD NUMVARSC!lt] DO XVALUEtiJuL.4lH ·--------· 01024000 ~ _____ ------------- ----- END J ----- 0 l 0 2 5 G 0 0 
% HEAD IN THE BASIS FOR MASTER PROI:!LE~, 6 01026000 
FOR 1'+1"0 UPTO MSIZE DO -----· 01027000 
BEGIN - ----- Ol02tl000 
REAUCADVANCE.FILEI*JFOR L41=•1 UPTC MSlZE DO Mtl4JL4l)J ----6 Ol02YUOO WRil~CLI~E~/~FOR L41=•1 UPTD MS!ZE uO MCl41L4llJ 01030000 ENDJ - --------- ------- 01031000 
READ C A 0 VANCE FILE,* 1 W l I G H TC * ] ) J -- -- --- 6 0 1 0 3 2 0 0 0 ~RITECLINE,/,l'IElGHT[•J)J 01033000 
FOR l41n2 UPTO MSIZE UO 01034000 
------ ------------·BEGIN 01035000 
J41= •(HEIGhTCI4l MOD lOO)J -6- 01036000 
IF J4 > 0 AND J4 <: NUMBLDCKS ThE~ 01037000 
BEGIN OlOHUOO 
REAOCADVANCEriLE$*JfOR L4121 UPTO ~UMVARSCJ4) DO 7 01039000 BIGXCl~;L4l)i 01040000 ~RITECL.INE,/,FOR L.41~1 UPTO NUMVARS[J4] DO blGXt!4JL.4)); 01041000 
ENDi 01042000 
ENDJ ---- 7 01043000 
ENDJ -- - 6 01044000 
IF M(l'•tl=O JHEN MPHASEt•O ELSE MPHASEt•l; 5 01045000 
MASTCROP IHAL. •rALSEJ 01046000 ~HILE NO MASTE"OPT!MA~ ANU MIT <• QUITER~liUN 00 01047000 
9 ------- ·==-~--~~~ --
~--










02C I OOC512 --- --·-- -----











02CIOOFQIII ------------ ·;. 
02CIOOF214 -------------- t. 02CIOOF311 02C I OOF711 ----
02C IOOF814 ----- ----- -


















0 2 C I 0 14 8 I 2 -----------
0 2 C I 0 15 ?I 2 - ---------- ----- ;-:: 
02Cl015715 ------------- ' __ 02CI015?15 
0 2 C I 0 15 71 5 --------
02CI016612 ---------- . 
0 2 C I 0 l 7 6 I 2 .. ------ '.:-02CI017612 
02CI017£12-
02CI018712 ------------ ,-,, 
02CI019612 _ t;. 
02CI019615 
02CI019615 
0 2 C ! 0 1 9 B I 2 --------------
0 2 c 1 o 1 9 e : 2 ---------·--
o2c:o1Atll2 0 2 C I 0 l tl 9 I 2 -------------
0 2 C I 0 18 9 I 5 -----------
0t:C10lC412 ------------- 0_ 02CI01CDI2 
0 2 C I 0 1 0 2 I 0 -------
02CI010210 ------
0 2 C I 0 l 0 4 I 3 ----- ----02Ct010SI5 
0 2 C I 0 1 0 6 I 2 ·-·-----







--------· ----- -- -" 
v 
'-' 




IF MPt7J THEN 
BEGIN 
~RlTECLINE,<"THE OUA~ PRICES FOR THE CC~PLlNG ROWS AREI">)J 
FOR K::l STEP 6 uNTIL NUMROWStOl DO 
WRITECLINE,<6C"CUP",I3,X1•F13•6•X2)>•FCR N'=K ST~P 1 ~HI~E 
CN <= K+S AND N <= NUMROWS[OJ) CC [N,M(l,N+lll>l 
WRITECLINEJ<"THE DUAL ~RlCES FOR THE CC~VEXITY RuWS ARE!">)J 
FOR Kt=l STEP 6 UNJ.IL NUM~LOCKS DO nRITEC~INE.•<6C"CNX'•l3,Xl,F13•6PX2)>,FCR NI•K STlP 1 ~HI~E 
ENOJ 
CN <= K+S AND N <= NUMBLOCKS} OC [NIM[l~NUMRO"StOJ+N+lJl )J 
-FOR I1=1 STEP 1 UNTIL NUHB~DCKS DO 
BEGIN . 

















~ATA IS 0013 LO~G 
01056000 OfCl02lE12 01057000 OiCt022310 
01058000 02CI022ol3 




BoUOOB IS SEGM~~T 00043 




INTEGER ARRAY BlhDEXCOIB~IZE)J . .. ---- ----- -----., 1 
01067CGO. ·0'131 000515 -----·----- ..,-Ol068CCO 0431000515 
,, --------- BaU009 IS SEG!o!ENT 00044·------------
--------------- R E H. ARRAY 8 t v I B S I Z E, • 11 b SIZE l, 0 1 0 6 9 C 0 0 0 4 4 1 0 0 0 3 11 
-'"------------·-------· .··-., YtOIBSIZElJ _ 01070v00 0441000712 
,c, INTEGER IlERATIOr-.J :1: COMPUTE FOR Nl.o,.bER OF ITERATION• 01071UOO 0441000A'2 
PRODUCTPIVOT 1=1J . . 01072COO 0441000AI2 
IF MIT = 0 ~NO·AOVANCESO~N • 0 THEN -- 01073000 0441000~10 
I:J E GIN _ ·- . t ___ _ _. 0 l 0 7 4 0 0 0 0 4 4 I 0 0 0 c; I 3 ---------· 
FOR Jt~1 STEP 1 uNTIL hUMCOLS Il 00 8 01075000 044t000QIO ------------------BEGIN . . .. - Ol076CCO 0441001115-
X(Jlt:O; ---- -· -- 9 Ol077i.JOO ··0441001115 
VARSTATUStJll=lJ X REAL VARIAB~E 01078000 0441001312 -----------
ENDJ 01079000 0441001415 






----- NUMVARS(Ill= ARRAYSIZEI -· ------- 01081t.;00 0441001613 -------·- -
,·· __ -----·· ___ HRITECLINE•<XS•"!'@~!'S~ACK, SURPLUS A~D AkTIFICIAL. VARIABLES 11"• ----·- 01082\JOO 044t001el2 -----------~ - - "AVE BEEN ADDED TO VARIOUS CONSTRAINS FOR ~UBSYSTEM #~,13 01083000 0441001Ail 
--- >JI>J . -----·01084000 0441001AI1 ------------;c 
----------------- --- ------- UATA IS 0014 LOIIG 
-·-- ------------------· ·----··· HR ITE C L.lNE1 <"TOTAL NUMBER OF VAR IABI.ES l N THIS SI.IBS YSTEM . IS a"' -·------- 010 85<J 00 044 I 001 F12 . ----------·----· l3>•ARRAYSIZE>J 01086000 0441002111 
,-- -- ·--- ----·- · - · -- -· - --- --· 1:1 AT A 1 S C 0 17 L 0 ~ G 
-.---- S SET OMIT = NOPRINT · · · · - ·· · ---- ----·· 01087UOO GMIT --------
. , __ nRITEC~~NE•<"THE ORIGINH MATRIX 1 A 1 SET UP FOR THIS SUBSYSTEM"---- 01088\100 . -- ~MIT 
• IS I">); · . 0108\/COO Lii',lT - ---· '~ 
::~· -. FOR N1"1 STEP 1 UNTI~ NUMROWSCll DO - ------ 0109UCOO iJMIT -·------
.-, --· H R IT E ( LINE I < 15 (/. 1 0 { F 13 • (l ) ) >, At I I N I •l ) ; --·---- -- 0 1 0 9 l () 0 0 G M I T 



















--------·s SET OMIT = NOPRINT - . . --------- 01094000 - GMIT ---------
·-------·· -- ·-· wRITECLINE,<X51"i'ii@THE Ir;VERSE OF INITlA~ BASlS i:l HAS BEEN ", - - ·----- 01095000 OMIT 
____ . "SET UP FOR SUBSYSTEM #"113.-" AJ>.O lS OF SI.t.E:".d3'" BY", ··---- 01096000 uMIT ---------------
I3>•f'BSIZE+l,BSIZE+l)J 01097COO CMIT 
- ·- FOR NI::O S t:P 1 UNTil. BSllE DO ----- - 01098\:00 CMIT 
--- WRlTECLINEP<4t/,10CF13a6>l>,BtNP•l>l ·-·-- 01099000 (;MIT 
s PoP. aM IT _ .·----- __ . o 1 1 o a c o o o 4 ~ : o o 2 " : o 
IF SCI;01 THEN 01101000 0441002910 
-- BEGIN ------- 01102000 0441 002A ll -----------
-------------- WtHTECLINE,<"THE INDICE.S OF VARIABLES 11'1 THE BASIS ARE I">)J ----9-- 01103000 0441002AII; -----
---- ··-- .HRITEC LlNEP <33l4>PBI!'.DEH* ])J - -- 0 1104t~6 A 6~4 n~~F T~~G ------------
----------··FOR N1=2 STEP 6 UNTIL BS!LE DO ------··· 01105000 0441003812 
- ----------·-·- wRITECLINE,<6'"Xt"'I3;"J",X1,F13a6,X2P;F0fi JhN STEP 1 l<iHILE --·-· ·- Ol106COO 0441003011-
.. ___ CJ <• N+S AND J <• cSIZE} DO [81NCExCJJ,Xt8lNDEXCJlJJ)J Ol107UOO 0441004213 
WRITECLINE,<"THE VALUE OF OBJECTIVE Fui'ICllDN FOR PHASE II •"• 01108000 0441004£15 
·-- Fl3t6i/"THE VALUE OF OBJECTIVE Fiwi\CTION FOR PHASE I •"1 01109000 0441005014 ----- .. 
Fl3t6>p8t0,•1);8(1PM1J)J · - 01llOUOO 0441005014 
LiATA IS 0019 LO~G-------------01111000 0441005912 ENDJ. . 
PHASE!slJ 
END 
ELSE FOR JS=O STEP 1 UNTIL BSIZE DO 
BEGIN 




01112000 - 0441005912 -------------
01113000 041H005Al0 -- ---,-------
01114000 0441005A10 








.. c·· __ _ 
0'" 









FOR Jl=1 STEP 1 UNTIL NUMCOEFF DO 
BEGIN 
O~JCI•Jlt=OBJCOEFfCL•l•JlJ 
IF MPHA~E=1 THEN 08JCOEFF[L,I,JJI•Oi 
FOR Kl=l STEP 1 UNTIL NUMRO~S[O) 00 
OcJCOEFF[L.•I•J]I: • • M[~PHASE;K+ll • CLl~K,JlJ ENOJ · 
FOR Jl=•l; 2 STEP 1 UNTIL BSIZE DO BEGIN 
8[0JJ]I:O} -
FOR Ktc2 STEP 1 UNTIL B5IZE 00 
BCO•Jll= * + C • OBJCOEFF(L.,I,BINDExtKll> * 8[K,J]J ENDJ -
ITERATIONI=ENTERCOLI=l.EAVEROWI=Q, ZJMINUSCJCARRAYSlZE•B,BINOEX;BSIZEPl•IlEkATION~PhASE•Y)J ~HlLE PHASE=l OR NOT OPTIMAL DO llEGIN 
IF NOT -OPTIMA~ THEN BEGIN 
ITERATIONI=•+1J 
- IF S(I~l] THEN 
· ftRITECLINE;<X5;"~@@SUBSYSTEM ~~~121" ~AS NOT R~ACHED OPTI~A~" 
------- -------· •" AFTER ITERATIOI~ #'',I2;/X5;"At-.C THE l.EA'viNG VECTOR l~" 



























0 11 3 4 C 0 0 0 4 4 I 0 0 9 1 I 2 -------,----- . 










-- __. 01144000 044100AAI5 
01145000 044100ACil 
0 1 14 6 0 0 0 0 4 4 I 0 0 A 0 I 2 ---------- -01147000. 044t00AF14 _ (~ 
01148000 044100AF14 ----- ~ ~ATA IS 0017 LO~G 
- ----- -· ITERATION,BINDEXCLEAVERQWJ;ENTERCuUJ 01149COO 0441008212---------9-''- -------- ----- UPDATECB,BINOEX,BSIZE;t.NTERCOl.,l.EAVEfiC~,Y)J __ 01150000 0441008912 __ --------- 10 
,, PROOUCTPIVOTI: PRODUCT~IVOT * Y[LEAVE~~WlJ 01151000 0441008010 
, --- --- - . --- IF S C I; 1J THEN - . ---- -- 0 1 1 52 0 0 0 0 4 4 1 0 0 BE I 4 
,..· --- ···--·- ----------·------------- WR1TE{l.INE1<X5,"THE VALUE OF OBJECTIVE FUNCTION FOR ·PHASE 11" --- --- 01153000 0441008FI5 9 .· - ··- -· -· -- --------------_ -. - . 1 " ::r" ' F 2 0 t 6 1 I X 5 • •; T HE VAL U E 0 f C 8 J E C T I V E f UN C T I 0 N F 0 R " J . __ ··-- 0 1 1 5 q 0 0 0 0 4 4 I 0 0 C 2 : 1 
:• "PHASE I =",F20•6•1X5,"THE PRCCUCT OF PIVOT ELEMENT5" 0115~000 044100C21l 
------------
•"=",X1S,F20o6,/XS,"AND THE SU~SYSTEM IS IN PHASE ::r",l2 -·--- 01156COO 04410GC2ll 
-c~ 
· >18 C o,•l h B [ b •ll ,PRODUCTP !VOT •PHASE) J ------ ·· Ol157UOO 04 41 OOC211 ----------




MA TR I XHEI Nvt:RS ION { 8, I• t:l I NDEX1 PRODUCT!' I VOl 1 BS IZU J ---- 0115 90 00 044 I OCCFil ·-------
--- ------ ------ ENDJ -···--· - 01160000 0441000215 ---------
-----------.IF PHASE = 1 AND .. ABSCIHl,'"lJ) <• MBXTOL THEN ___ 9 .... 01161UOO 0441000<:15 ---------------
BEGIN 01162UOO 0441000512 
PHASEI=OJ ----9 01163000 0441000515 
------------- OPTIMALI=FAl.SE; ·--- -·- 01164v00 0441000613 
IF Sti,2l THEN ___ ---·- 01165000 0441000711 
BEGIN 01166000 0441000813 
---------------------- WRITECLINE;<"THE INDICES OF' VARIABLES IN THE BASIS AR!q">)J·---10- 01167000 0441000910 
-- - -- -- - --- 1./.A TA IS 0 0 3 2 l. 0 ~ G -
-----------------· WRITECLINE•<33I4>•8INOEX(*J )J ______ 01168000 a441 000012 ------------- V 
FOR N1=2 STEP 6 U~TIL t:lSIZE DO a1169000 044100E612 
·-------------- -- WRITECLINE;<6C"X["PI3;"]",Xl,f13a6,X<D>•F'OR Kl:tN STEP 1 ··----- all7000a 044100EB11·--------
WHILE (K <= N+5 AND K <= BSIZEJ DO CBINIJEX(K]J -----·- 0117100a 044100Efl2 ----------------------
XCBINDEXCKlll'J --- __ 01172\iOO a'l4100F613 ------------- _____ ,_ hRITECLl~E•<"THE VALUE OF OBJECTIVE fUNCTION ~OR PHASE II a~ 01173000 044:00FCI5 
;F13e6J/"THE VAl.UE OF OBJECTIVE fUNCTION FOR PHASE l" -- Oll74CCO 044100FE14 -------------
. 1" ="•fl3a6>PB(U,•1);8[1p•l]).l ·· ----- 01175000 044100F[14 --------
. _ . llATA IS oa18 .LOt.G-----------ENOJ 01176000 0441010712 
IF 5[1,3] THEN 10 a1177COO a4410l0712 
BEGIN a1178000 0441010814 
W R IT E CLINE • <"THE 8 AS IS IN 1J E R S E AT EN C 0 F PH AS 1:: I IS AS "J 1 0 0 11 7 9 0 0 a 0 4 4 1 a 1 0 9 I 1 ----- - - --
"FOLLOWI">)J al180000 0441010810 CATA IS 0019 LOI\G ________ _ 
F 0 R N I= 0 STEP 1 UNTIL 8 SIZE 0 0 a 116 1 0 0 0 a 4 4 1 0 1 0 E I 2 ~ -- --- · 
WR ITEC LINE• <4 C h 1 a CF 13 a 6 > l :>, 8 Ui• * J> i 01182000 a 44: o 1121 5 -----·------·-----
ENDJ 01183000 a441011~15 EN 0 J - - - 1 0 a 11 8 4 0 0 0 a 4 4 I 0 11 B I 5 ----- ------
ZJ~lNUSCJ(ARRAYSIZEIB,BlNDEX;SSIZE,lllT~RATION•~HASEIY)J 9 Ol18SOao-- 0441011815- ~ H 0 ~ti•4l THEN -·-- --- e 8iU~~~g 8~~l8B~l3 -------------- ...,. 
BEG IN --- - 01186000 - 011410122 I 2 ---- ----· ----
..... 
9 .. , ·-------

























~RITE<LI~E•<X5•"@~@0PTIMAL HAS ~EACHEC FOk SUBSYSTEM '~•12• 
'" AFTE~ ITERATION '"•12•" ANO T~E SWLUTIONS A~EI">•l• 
ITERATION • 1lJ WRITE<LINE•<~THE INOICE~ Of VARIABLES l~ THE BASIS AREI">)J 
WRITECLINE•<33I4>•BINDEXC•l~J 
S SrT O~IT = REAu!S~ 
! SET LIST = NOT READISK 
FOR Jl=l ~TEP 4 uNTIL NUMCOlS[l] DO 
~RITECLINE• <4C"X[",I3•"l"•X4,C6,X4,F13,6)>,FGR Kl=J STEP l 
HHILE C~ <• J•3 AN~ K <• NUMCOlS(l)l 00 (K,VAR~AMECl•KJ• 
X[K]l)J 
s POP OMIT LIST 
s SET OMIT = NOT READISK 
s POP OMIT LIST 
- ~RITECLINE•<"THE VALUE OF OBJECTIVE FU~CTION fOK PHASE II •"• 
---- ENDJ 
Fl3o6•1"IHE VALUE OF OBJECTIVE f~NCliO~ FuR PHASE I a", Fl3t6>•B o,•1J,bCl,•1]lJ 
IF SCI•SJ THEN 
BEG I 1\ - • ~RITE<LINE•<"IHE BASIS INVERSE AT END -CF PHASE II IS AS •, 




0 1 1 8 'I C 0 0 0 4 II I 0 1 2.2 I 5 
Ol190COO 0~41012414 
CATA IS u013 LOhG 
01191~00 0441012712 
01192000 0441012~12 









··--· ----------- ... r 






01209000 0441015314 ------ ..J 





CATA IS 0017 LOI\G------- ----
,, 














f·Q R J I • 0 STEP 1 UN Tl L b S I l E D 0 
I:JEGIN 




FOR Jl:l STEP 1 UNTIL ARRAYSIZE DO 
------- BEG II\ · · · 
----------------·---- XV A L U E [I, J ll a X ( J l J 
XCJlt= OJ 
-------------- - END J 
-· l TO COMPUTE RELATIVE COST FACTOR RCOSTF• 
--------·-·----- RCOS TF ( IJ t = MOiPHASE• NUMROWS [ 0] • I + US ------------
.. FOR J 1:21 STEP 1 UNTil NUMCOEFF DO._ _ ____ _ 
--------------·· BEGIN . - · - -
RCOSTFCIJI::: "• OBJCQEfFCL•I;JJ--•-XVAI.LUl,JlJ ---------







012190oo 044t017512 ------------0122ocoo 0441017512 
01221000 04q10l7&10 ·-
01222UOO 0441017EI3 -------------- " 
01223UCO 0441018110 
01224000 0441018113 01225000 0441018411--------
01226(;00 0441018814--------
01227000 O'l4tOl8o'4 ---------0122eooo 0~4tOl8815 01229000 0'441 018DI2----------
8 ···Ol230UOO 0441018DI5 -- ,-
------- --- 01231000 0~41018015 ----------- --' 
01232000 0441019113 01233UOO- 0441019610 
--- ·-- 8 - ·01234UOO 0441019610 . 
--- ---- 01235000 0~41019f:ll4 ---------------- '' 01236000 04410lAOI0 
------- 8 0 12 37 U 0 0 0 II'< I 0 l A 0 I 3 -----·---- ----





- END OF BLKSJ 
-- CHECKOf'TIMALI::i fALSEJ 
MITI= " • lJ 
--------- NOENTERCANOIDATEI= TRUE} 
-------------·-------1 Ol238il00 043100Col3-a.ouoaco~J> lS ooo9 LO~G 
(• 
... 
-----------------6- 01239000 02Ct023AI3 ---------
Ol240U00 02Ct023Bil ( 
012111000 02Ct023CI3 ----------- ~ 01242000 02CI023Dil 
,...;..:1 ____ ~·-
--------------
FOR I1•1 STEP 1 UNTIL NUMBLUCKS DO 
If RCOSTFCil < •ZJCJTOL TH~N . 
BEGIN 
-------- 012113000 02C I 02411'1 












NOENTERCANDIDATEI= fALSEJ Kl= p _ ' 
fOR Jl=l S 1 EP 1 UNTIL NUM~LOCKS DO 
If RCOSTfCJl < RCOSTFCil THEN II= JJ FOR~ENTERCOL(CHECKOPTIMAL•l•MSIZE,MY)J 
ARRAYSIZEs= NUMVARS(l]J 
If MY(I,MPHASEl < 0 THEN 
PIVOTENIERCOLCARRAYSIZE•BlGXPl#MlT#MPH&SE,MSIZE#X~ALUE)J RCOSTFC )I: OJ.. --
l!=K•lJ 
ENOJ 
If NOE~TERCANDIDAT[ THEN -
IF MPHASE = 0 THEN MASTEROPTIMAL I: TRUE 
ELSE BEGIN 
~RITECLINE,<X5•"N0 INCOMING CANDIQAT[ COLUMN GENERATED "• 
"FRO~ SUBSYSTEMS WHEN IN PHA5~ I THUS MASTER PROBL~M" ,~HAS AN.INfEA$lBlE SOLUTiO~ >)J 
PROGRAMABORT; 
---- --6- 0 12 4 5 U 0 0 0 2 C I 0 2 4 3 I 5 -------
01246000 02Ct~24413 01247COO 02Ct024513· _________ _ 
8t~4~ggg g~g:g~H:~ ------------- s 
01250UOO 02Ct0250I5 
0 1 2 5 l U 0 0 0 2 C I 0 2 52 I 3 -----------
---------- 81252000 8~CI022411 --------- . 









01260000 02Ct02611l· ---- .. 

















!,; :-· ---- ----· 
------- -------:. 





IF MPHASE = 1 AND ABS(M[l,•ll) <• MBXTCL THEN 
BEGIN MPHASEI= OJ 
IF MP[2l THEN 
BEGIN 
rlRlTECLINE•<"THE INDICES OF VARIABLESC~ElGHTS) 
"BASIS AREI">>J 
~RITECLINE•<3C/,2515)>,~£IGHTC•J)J 
IN THE MASTER "1 
FOH K1=2 STEP 6 uNTIL MSlLE DO 
WRITECLINE,<6C"~t"•I5•")",Fl3•6•Xl)>,FGR NI•K ST£P 1 WHILE 
tN <= K+5 AND N <• MSIZE) DO t~liU~T(N],M(N,•l]))J 
~RITECLINE1<"THE VALUE OF 08JECTIVE fU~CTICN FOR PHASE II •"• 
F13a6J/"rHE VALUE OF OBJECTIVE Fu~'TlON FOH PHASE l :"~ F13e6>•M O,•l),Mll•~l))} 
WRITETOOISKCO)J 
FOR It=l STEP l UNTIL NUM8LOCKS DO 
FOR Jt=l STEP 1 UNTIL XSLLECIJ DO XVAL~Ell•Jll= ~; 
FOR Jl=2 STEP 1 UNTIL MSllE DO 
BEGIN 
!41= • (WE!GHTtJ) MOD 1UO)J 
IF I4 > 0 ANO 14 <= NUM~LDCKS THEN 
FOR J41=1 STEP 1 UNTIL XSIZE(l4) 00 
XVALUECI4,J4J&~ • ·+ MCJ••ll • BIGX(J,~4~J ENOJ · . 
~RITECLINEI<X5•"MASTER PHOBLEM HAS A FEA~IBLE SD~UTION AFTER "• 
13•" ITERATIONS ANU THE SOLUTIONS AREl">•MlT)J . 
FOR Jl=l STEP 1 UNTIL NUMBLOCKS DO 
HRITECLlNEJ<"X••VALUES"Il~(/JlO(Fl3•6))>,FOR 




































I~ 0 ~P ( 3] THEN _-_ - - - --- - . - ·- - 0 1 2 9 3 Q 0 0 
- - 1 -- 0 1 2 9 4 0 0 0 
BEGIN 
~RITECLINEi<"THE ) J MATRIX INVERSE FOR MASTER AT ENC OF PhASE 
01295000 I I"> --- --, -- 01296COO 
- -- - --- - 0 1 2 9 7 0 0 0 
__ . . _ _ _ _ __ _ ____ !J AT A 
FOR Kt=O SIEP 1 UNTIL MSlZE DO 01298000 
W R IT E C L I N E, < 6 U 1 1 0 C F 1 3 • 6 ) ) > 1 M t K '* l )J -- ----- --- 0 1 2 9 9 0 0 0 
EN 0; ---------- - --· 0 l 3 0 0 0 0 0 
END J _ _ -·- 1 ___ 0 1 3 0 l 0 0 0 
IF MIT • DUTITERATION THEN ~RITET0DISKC1>J 6 013o2COO END OF MASTERJ - --·- --o1303COO 
IF MII > QUITERATION OR MIT • oUTITERATiuN THEN ~RITETOOISK<2~J s--013o4ooo IF M P 4) THEN : ____________ 0 1 3 0 5 u 0 0 
BEGIN 01306COO 
WRITECLINEJ<"THE INDICEs-oF VARIABLESCWEIGHTS) IN THE ~ASTER ,.,----5 --01307000 
"BASIS Aflt:I">>J ---------oUo8coo 
WATA g 
~RITE<LINE•<3CI•25!5)>,~ElGHTC•l)J 
--------------------FOR Kl=2 STE:P 6 Ut.TIL MSILE DO . ---- 01309000 01310000 




WRITECLINE•<6("Wt"•I5J"l"•F13t61X1)>•FOR ~t•K STE~ 1 WHILE 
CN <= K+S AND N <• M~lZEl DO CWEIGhT[NlJM(h••llJ)J 
WRITECLINE1<"THE VALUE OF OBJECTIVE FUNCTION FOR ~HASE ll •"1 
F13o6•/"THE VALuE OF OBJECTIVE FU~CT!ON FOR PHASE •"• 
Fl3t6>•M~O,•l),Mtl••lllJ 
_______ a 13 12 o a o 
01313000 
-------· 01314 c 0 0 
-----01315000 
------- ·- CAT A ENDJ . 01316000 IF MP(5J THEN - ---- ---;---01317COO 
..... 
B E G I N - - ----- - --- 0 1 3 1 8 0 0 0 











FOR KlsO S~EP 1 Ut.TIL MSIZE DO 
WRITE(LINE•<6C/•10CF13•6ll>IMtK#•J)J 
ENDJ 
rOR It•1 STEP 1 UNTIL NUMBLOCKS DO 
FOR Jt•1 STEP 1 UNTIL XSIZ~tll DO XVALUEtl,Jll• -OJ 
FOR Jt=2 STEP.1 UNTIL MSIZ~ DO. 
BEGIN 
INTEGER 17• 
J7J 171= • (WEIGHTtJl ~OD 100)J 
IF 17 > 0 ANO 17 <d NUMBLOCKS THEN 
CATA 
·---- - --· 0 l3 2 1 0 0 0 
-- -- - -- 0 l 3 2 2 0 0 0 
Ol323<.i00 











02C I 026513 
02CI02b810 
O~CI026813 








02C I 026f 12 ----------- , 
02CI027612 --------- ------- ~ 02C IQ27D tl ~ 
02Ct028213 
02Ct028FI5 
02CI029114 02CI029114 I!> COlO LO~G--------- - -----
~ 
02Ct029AI2- -----------











IS 0017 LO~G-------- -
02Ct02C412-. ~ 
02Ct02C815 02C I 02CC 14 ·-------
02CI02D!:ll5 
02C I 020815 _ ------02Ct02D913 
02CI02DAIO 
() 
0 2 C I 0? 0 8 I 5 ---- ---- ; ~· 
I:, o 0 10 L 0 ~ G ------------ · 02Ct02DEl2 02CI02E215 ---------
OZCI02Et;15 ·----------- : 












0 2 C I 0 3 0 A I 3 - -_, 
02CI031715 0 2 C I 0 319 14 -------- ------
02Ct03l914 
IS oo 10 LO~G -----·------02CI032212 02C 1032212 --
02C 103231 o ------
02Ct032313 ------------ 1-;.-
¥~C ~8rP~8r-G ----- -- ·· - -----
o2cao32et2 ---------
02Ct032cl5 ------ ---·--------- '-=--02Ct033s•s 
02Cl033515 02C I 033A 12 -------- --- · 
0 2 C I 0 3 4 2 I 5 _ ----------02CI034713 
02Ct034713 
':-.-
SEGMENT 0005A - . 
g~::gggg:t -------------------- ·~ 
















FOR J71zl STEP 1 UNTIL XSIZECI71 DO 
XVALUECI7?J7]1: * + M(J,•lJ * 8IGX[JPJ7JJ END; 
WRITECLINE,<XS,ftMASTER PRO~RAM HAS REACHlC OPTIMAL AFTER "1I21 
" ITERATIONS AND THE SOLUTIONS AkE'~>,MITll 
FOR Jl=1 STEP 1 UNTIL NUMBLUCKS DO 
WRITECLINE,<"X••VALUES"I15,/ilOCF13o6l)>IFOR Kl•l STEP 1 UNTIL 
XS3ZE(J] UO XVALUEtJ~~llJ END OF DB J __ 
END OF DECLAJ .. 
END OF STARTJ 




Bo0010(0~Al 15 0012 LO~G 
5 Ol3350oo: 02Ct034814 
01336000' OiCt034AI~ 





8aOU05(~2Cl IS 0365 LO~G 
STACKCOOE IS SE~MENT 0005C 
STACKCUDE(USC) 15 U05A LOhG 
4 01341000 OOFI022Sl5 
BoOU02(UQFl IS 0220 LO~G 
STACK~ODE IS SEG~ENT 00050 
·sTACKCLOECOSDl IS 004C LO~G 
3 01342000 00AI000BT3 
BoOU01(00Al IS U07F LO~G 
2 Ol343GOO 003l005EI3 
BoOU00(003) IS 0060 LO~G 
STACKLOO£ IS SE~MENT 0005£ 
STACKCuDECOSE) IS 002F LO~G 




NuMbEH OF ERRCI-<S DETECTED " Oe . . . ... ____ ____ ___ _ ,. ' 
NuMb£~ OF SEG~tNTS = 92• TOTAL SEGMENT SIZE n 5226 WORDSo CORE ESTIMATE • 9250 ~ORDS• STACK ESTIMATE = 207 PROGRAM SIZE • 1343 CARDSC72 OMITTED CARDS}# 7675 SYNTACTIC ITE"S' 281 DISK SEGME,...TSa ..... -- ---------------------
P!<OuRAM FILE 1\AMEt CARDOBJa ---·· - · ··-·-· · · 
COMPlLATlON TIME • 68o724 SECONOS.ELAPSEDl--19•481 SECONOS PROCES~INGJ 6•113 SECONDS •;a, n 
..-
a a z a: a z a:: :c z a: :a .c. a::===::====::~,::==_::_~::._::_::.~=:~~-~~-~-:: 1!_~ = ~:::: ~-=:==_=:: ::::: :z a::: a::== ••== =a:~=== a= • •=== a a • =:a z: =:a=~~ a:'!.~~~~~~ :z:~ ~a~ s:_ ~- ~-~· !..~-~·-~a •-= z:: a: a •_• a __ 
--------- (~ 









































l_ .. ~ 













OBJa FNe BL.Ke NOt 
TEST DANTZI~·~CLFl 'LP) 
================~========~==== NUMBER OF ObJECTIVE FU~~TIO~S • 
NUMeER OF BLOCK~ = 2 
NUM~ER OF RU~S lN BLOCK NOt 0 • 1 
NUM~ER OF RU~S lN BLOCK NO• 1 • 2 
NUM~ER OF RUWS 1N BLOCK NOa 2 a 2 
NUM~ER OF CUL~~NS IN BLUCK ~0• 0 = 0 
NUMBER OF CUL~~~S IN 8LUCK ~0• 1 a 2 
NUMBER OF Cu~~~~S IN BLUCK ~G• 2 = 2 
CONSTRt NAM~ VARIABLE NAME VAL~£ 
-----··- ·-·--··· ----------·· ··---------·- ··-·· -----INPUT DATA FOR QBJ• FN,t· - - · 
-----1------ ·----·-·- 1 
- ---- 1 ·------ 1 1 2 
------ INPUT OAT A FOR MATRIX t 
----·-- 1 - ----- ----- 2 
0 ... _______ CUPCON 
-------8 ------- ~~~~8~ 
-------- ---- 0 · ----- · CUP CON l ----- 8 11 C 0 N 










1 -- ----··· --- B 1 2 C 0 N 


















1 nlOUOOQ louOOOOO 1.uuoooo 
2o000000 4aoooooo 
------- 2 821CON 2---- 822CON 
____ .INPULFO!LRHS .. OLCONSTRa.l-------2----- 822CON 0'' -----------
______________ 0 CUPCON 
-------------------1---- B 11 CON 1-. ---812CON 
------2---- B21CON 





Q '' =~-~--=~~~-==---=~---· -=~-~ = ---
" 
<:-
........ ------ -- -----· -------· 


















----.-- ----- ·-- ···---
·4,' - -- ~----- --- ____ _ ...... 
---------------- -------
----------------- -------() ' __ -
------
€'? ·. =~-=--=------ -------------------------
------·----- -------------·--
ll.:< 
·---------------·-- ----------- . ---
'\ .1A --- -----~_,r, 
. -;; 
--------------------·--· . 
~·- ·-- ---------------------'----- ----------~--------- L/ 
































'-.J" . ..; 
'-' 
TOLE~ANCE FOH PIVOT EL~ME~T UEFOR£ MATRIX RElNVEHSION • 
TOLE~ANCE FOR RaHaSe 8F CONSTRAINT aEFORE RATIO TEST • TOLERANCE FOR ZJ•cJ H WS = 
FL4G DENCTING THE SUPPLY OF ADVANCED SOLUTION • 
MAXIMUM ~UMBER OF ITERATIONS REQUIREU TO COM~UTE THE HASTE" ~ROBLEM • 
NU~B~R Of ITERATIONS REQUIRED TO COMPUTE BEFORE MATRIX R~I~V~RSION = 
OUTPuT I~TERMEOIATE RESULTS UNTO OISK AFTER lHIS NUMBER UF ITERATION~ 
FLAGS FOR MASTERI 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
FLAGS FUR SU~SYSTEHS # 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
FLAGS FOR SU~SYSTEHS # 21 ~ l 1 1 1 1 1 1 ~~~INPUT DATA READ IN CORRECTLYJ START PROCESSING! 
THE VALUE OF ~UJECTIVE FuNCTION FoR PHASE Il : OaOOOOOO 
THE VALUE OF CbJECTIVE FUNCTION FOR PHASE I • •204000000 
TME DUAL PRICES FOR THE COUPLING ROWS ARE! CuP 1 •1,000000 CUP 







c~x 1 M1,oooooo CNX 2 •laaooooo CNX 
• ~@~~sLACK• suRPLus AND ARTIFICIAL VARIABLES HAVE BEEN ADCED 10 VARin~s CONSTRAih~ FOR ·s~BsYsTEM ' TOoAL NUM~ER Cf VARIABLES IN TH S SUBSYST~M lS = ~ 
THE INDICES Of VARIABLES IN THE BASIS ARE .1 
0 •1 3 4 
X( 3l '4,000000 X( 4) 6o000000 XC 
THE VALUE OF C~JECTIVE FUNCTION fOR PHASE II • OtOOOOOO 
THE VALUE OF CBJECTIVE FUNCTION FOR PHASE I ~ . OtOOOOOO 
~@@SUBSYsTEM # 1 HAS NOT REACHED OPTIMAL AfT~R ITERATION S 1 AND THE LEAVING VECTOR IS XC 3) -
THE ENTERING VECTOR IS X( 2J 
THE VALUE OF OBJECTIVE FUNCTION FOR PHASE 11 • 
THE VALUE OF OBJECTIVE FUNCTION FOR PHASE I • 
THE PRODLCT OF PiVOT ELEMENTS • -
.AND THE sUBSYSTEM IS IN PHASE ~ 1 _ 
THE INDICES OF VARIABLES IN THE BASIS ARE: 




X( 21 2,000000 X( 41 6o000000- XC 
THE VA~UE OF CBJECTIVE FUNCTION FO" PHASE II • 8aOOOOOO 
THE VA~UE OF ~BJECTIVE FUNCTION FOR PHASE 1 a 01000000 
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~~@DfTIM~L HAS REACHED FOR SUBSYSTEM# 1 AfTER ITERATION I~ AND THE SOLUTIONS AREt--
THE INUICES Of VARIABLES IN THE BASIS AREI -
0 •1 2 II 
Xt ll XlV~R OoOOOOOOX[ 2l X2VAR 2e0000COXt 
THE VALUE OF CBJECTIVE FUNCTION FoR PHASE II ·• 8aOOOOOO 


















' 4•0ooooo o.oooooo o•oooooo •o.soouoo t.aooooo ~~@@SLACKI SURPLUS, AND ARTIFICIAL VARIABLES HAVE BEEN ADOEa TO 
TOTAL NUMdER cF VARIABLES IN THIS SUBSYSTEM IS • 4 
VAR I O~S CONSTRAINS FOR-- SUBSYsTEM- ;---2 
THE INDICES OF VAHIAALES IN THE BASIS ARE I 
0 •1 3 q 
Xt 3l 4a000000 XC ~l lOoOOOOOO XC 
THE VALUE OF C~JECTIVE FUNCTfON fOR PHASE II : ·· - OeOOOOOO THE VALUE OF C~JECT!VE FUNCT ON FuR PHAS I : OaOOOOOO ~~~SUBSYSTEM # 2 HAS NO REACHEO UP~lMAL AFT~R ITERATION I 1 AND TH~ LEAVING VECTOR IS XC 3) - . 
THE ENTERING VECTOR IS X~ 1l - · ---- -
THE VALUE ¥F DUJECTIVE FU~CTTfDN FOR PHASE fi • THE VALUE F OBJECTIVE FU~C ON FOR PHASE • 
THE FROOI.C OF PIVOT ELEioiENTS " - --· 
AN~ THE SUBSYSTEM IS IN PHASE • 1 · -----THE lNO CES OF VARIABLES IN THE BASIS AREI __ 
0 • 1 II 
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·-- o.oooooo o.oooooo 1•000000 o.ooouoo o.oooocc 
4•000000 0;000000 0•000000 11000000 OaOOOOOO 
2o000000. OtOOOOOO 0•000000 •2,0000UO 1o000000 ,_. ~@@OPTIMAL HAS REACHED FOR SUBSYSTEM # 2 AFTER ITERATION # 2 AND THE SOLUTIO~S A~~~ 
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THE VAL.UE OF C~JECTIVE FUNCTION FO~ PHASE II = 16•000000 
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2o000000 OoOOOOOO 0•000000 •2eOOOOOO leOO~OOC 
THE !NCO~lNG CANDIDATE COLUMN IS GENERATED FROM SU~SYSTE~ # 2 
~~~MASTER PRU8LEM HAS NOT REACH~O OPTIMAL AFTER ITERATION # 
AND THE LEAVING HEIGHT IS H( Ol 
__,;- -- THE 
"- _ TI"IE 
"-' --- THE 
-"',,--THE 
THE ENTEHING WEIGHT IS W( •102) 
VALUE OF C~JECTIVE FUNCTIU~ Fotl PHASE Il ~ . _ 41000000 
VALUE OF C~JE~TIVE FUNCTION FO•• PHASE I s •3aOOOOOO 
PIVOT ELE~tUT = 11000000 -- -
INCOMING CANDIDATE COI.UMN IS GENERATED FROM SUBSYSTEM # 1 ··--- ----
~:-~ ~~'MASTER PRUdLEM HAS NOT REACHED OPT!MAL.AFTER ITERATION I 1. AND THE LlAVING HEIGHT IS Wl Ol 
> THE E N T E R I N G WE I G H T I S li ( • 1 0 1 l -· --- ----- -- · . -THE VALUE OF C~JECTIVE FUNCTION FOR PHASE II--•- --- -5oOOOOOO 
THE VALUE OF C~JECTIVE FUNCTION FOR PHASE L- '* __ .. "'0&750000 
THE PIVOT ELE"ENT = 8•000000 THE DUAL PRICES FOR THE COUPLlt-;G ROWS ARE! - - ----. 
cup l 0. 12 5 u 0 0 cup ...... --- - - -
THE QUAL. PRICt.S FO~ THE CONVEXITY RQ\ojS ARE I ____ _ 
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·-;;.., ... , ___ _ 
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AND THE LEAVING VECTOR IS X[ 2) ·- ··- · 
THE ENTERING VECTOR IS X( 3). . ------ __ _ 
TNE VALUE OF OeJECTivE FUNCTION FOR PHASE II • 
THE VALUE UF O~JECTIVE FUNCTION FOR PHASE I z 
TN E P R 0 0 t.; C T U F P I V 0 T ELEMENT 5 = ·· - ---
AND THl SU~SYSTEM IS IN PHASE = 0 .. . .. 




# 4 ANO THE SOLUTIONS 
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1l XlV•R OtCOOOOOX( 2l X2VAR OaOOOOCOX~ 
VAL.UE OF cBJECTIVE FUNCTION FOR PHASE II z OeOOOOOO 
VALUE OF CBJECTIVE FUNCTION FOR PHASE I = OaOOOOOO 
BASIS INVEHSE AT ~NO OF PHASE II IS AS-FOLLOWI 
OaOOQOOO leOOOOOO 0•000000 --~ OaOOOOOO. OeOOOOOO 
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" o.oooooo o.oooo-oo 1•000000--· --o.oooooo----- oeoooaoo 
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6e00UOOO 0.000000 0•000000 - o,ooOOOO lfOOOaOC ~~@SuBSYSTEM # 2 HAS NOT REACHED OPTIMAL AFT~R ITERAT ON # 1 
AND TH[ LEAVING VECTOR IS X( ll . THE ENTERING VECTOR IS X( 3] -- - ------
THE VALUE OF OBJECTIVE FUNCTION FOR PHASE II -•-- ---
THE VALUE OF OBJECTIVE FUNCTION FOR PHASE I _a_ 





AND THE sUBSYSTEM IS IN PHASE :: 0 .. - - -
~@~0PT1M•L HAS REACHED FOR SUBSYSTEM I 2 AFTER- ITERATION # 4 AND THE SOL.lillONS AR£1 
THE INO{CES OF VARIABLES IN THE BASIS ARE!_ 0 • 3 4 
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THE VALUE OF CBJECliVE FUNCTION FUR PHASE II ~ OaOOOOOO 
THE VALUE OF CdJECTIVE FUNCTION FOR PHASE I • OaOOOOOO 
THE BASIS INVERSE ~T END OF PHASE II IS AS FOLLO~l 
o.oooooo loOOOOOO 0&000000 o.oooooo o.oooooc 
oaoooooo o.oooooo laOOOOOU o.ooouoo a.ooooac 
4o000000 o.oooooo OiOOOOOO laOOOOOO o.oouooc 
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11 THE VALUE OF C~JEC lVE FUNCTION FoR HASE II • 6a500000 
THE VALUE OF CdJECTIVE FUNCTIGN Fok PHASE 1 m OoOOOOOO 
THE PlVQT.ELE~~HT = 2•000000 ,, THE INDICES OF VARlABLESCWEIGHTS> IN THE MASTER BASIS ARE! J 
•101 •202 ~1C2 
- -~ ~( •tOll loOOOOOO ~( •2021 Oa375000 W[ •102] Oa6250CO Wt 
v __ THE VALUE OF C~JECTIVE FUNCTION FOk" PHASE II • 6a500000 
,, THE VALUE OF C~JECTIVE FUNCTION FQ PHASE I s 04000000 
, MASTER PRUBLEM HAS A FEASIBLE SOLuTION AFTER 2 ITERATIONS AND THE ~OLUTIONS AREI 
~· ----- X••VALUES ~ 
"'"- ~ a.oooooo 2aoooooo _ o.aooooo 4aOoaooo 
'" X••VALuES 
-,,- - 2. 5ooooo o. oooooo. - ~- u 5oaooo- -- 5. oooooa 
. THE MATRIX INVERSE FOR MASTER AT END OF PHA5E II 01 
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ao625000 OeQOOOOO OoOOaOOO 
THE DUAL PRICES FOR THE COUPLING ROWS AREI 
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o. o 6 2 so o ---· .. o. sao o o o 
CuP 1 o,ooouaa cuP 
._..'" ____ THE QUAL PRICES FOR THE. CONVEXITY RQ\iS ARE I 
~'' CNX 1 o,ooouoa c.NX 2 o.oooaoo cr-.x 
~@~SUBSYSTEM ; 1 HAS NOT REACHEO OPTIMAL AFTER-ITERATION # l 
AND THE LEAVING VECTOR IS X[ 4J 
~ ,., _ ~~- ___ ~ THE EN T E HI N G V E C T 0 R 1 S X ( 1 ) _ ·-~ ___ ~ 
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THE vALUE OF OBJECTIVE FUNCTION FOR PHASE I =-- 11•250000 c.ooooao 
2eoooooo 
·-·--··--
THE f'ROD~.;CT OF PIVOT ELEMENTS =. ~ ~ - -~ 
AND THE SUcSYSTE~ IS IN PHASE = 0 ~ 
~~~DPTIM~L HAS REACHED FOR SUBSYSTEM # 1 AFTER 
THE INDICES Of VARIABLES IN THE BASIS AREI 
0 •1 3 1 X~ 1l XlVAK 3tOOOOOOX~ 2J X2VAR O•OOOOCOXC 
THE VALUE OF CBJECTIVE FUNCTION FQH PHASE II a lla250000 ' 
THE VALUE-oF CBJECTIVE FUNCTION FQK PHASE I ~ OaOOOOOO 
THE BASIS INVERSE AT END OF PHASE II IS AS FOLLD~!~ 
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Jeoooooo o.oooooa a.oooooo o.oooooo ~ o.sooooc 
~~~SuBSYSTEM # 2 HAS NOT REACHE~ OPTIMAL AFTER ITERATION I 1 AND THE LEAVING VECTOR IS X( 4 
THE ENTERING VECTOR IS X( ] ~ 
THE VALUE OF OBJECTIVE FUNCTION FOR PHASE II -• lo750000 
\HE VALUE uF OBJECTIVE FUNCTION FOR PHASE~l • O•oaOOOO 
THE PKOD~CT OF PIVOT ELEMENTS z 4a000000 AND THE SUBSYSTEM IS IN PHASE = 0 ~ . 
T 
~~~OPTIM~~ HAS REACHED FOR SUBSYSTEM 1 2 AFT~R ITERATION $ 2 AND THE SOLUTlONS Ari~l 
HE INDICES OF VARIABLES lN THE BASIS AREI~. ~ 
0 •1 3 2 
Xt ll Y1VAR OoOOOOOOX[ 21 Y2VAR 2e5ooocoxt 
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THE VALUE OF C~JECTIVE FUNCTIO~ FuR ~HASE Il = 3a750000 
THE VALUE OF CdJECTIVE FUNCTION FoR ~HASE I = OaOOOOOO 
TnE BA~IS INVERSE AT ~~0 OF PhASE II IS AS FOLLOw! 
3•75oooo 11oooooo o•oooooo o,oooooo o.37~ooc 
OoOOOOOO OoOOOOOO 1•000000 OoOOOOOO OoOOUOOC 
loSOQOOO OoOOOOOO OaOOOOOO 1oOOOUUO ~0.25UOCC 
2e500000 OoOOOOOO 0•000000 OoOOOOUO Oo2SOQOC 
THE INCOMING.CANDIDATE COLUMN IS GENERATED FROM SUbSYSTEM # 1 
~~~MASTER PROSLEM HAS NOT REACHED OPTIMAL AFTER ITERATION # 3 
AND THE LEAVI~G WEIGHT IS W[ •lOll] 
THE ENTERING ~EIGHT IS ~( •301 
THE VALUE OF C~JECTIVE FUNCTION FUR PHASE II : 15o750000 
THE VALUE OF C~JECTIVE FUNCTION FOR PHASE I = OoOOOOOO 
THE PIVOT ELE~E~T = 1•000000 
THE INCOMING CANDIDATE COLUMN IS ~ENERATED FROH SUdSTSTEM # 2 ~~~MASTER PRU~LEM HAS NOT REACHED OPTIMAL AFTER ITERATION 
AND THE LlAVING HEIGHT IS W[ •202J · 
THE ENTEKING WEIGHT IS W~ •1021 
THE VALUE OF CdJECfiVE FUNCTION FUR PHASE II • .. 16•090909 
THE VALUE OF CdJECTIVE FUNCTION FuH PHASE I = OoOOOOOO 
THE PIVOT ELE~ENT = 0&687500 
THE QUAL PRICES FOR THE COUPLI~G ROWS AREI . ' 
CuP 1 OoUOOOOO CUP 
THE QUAL PRICES FUR THE CONVEXITY ROWS AREI 
CNX 1 OoUOOOOO CNX 2 OoOOOOOO CNX -···· 
3 
-' ·-- ~€''~SussYsTEH ; 1· t1AS NOI REACHED OPTIMAL AFHR ITERATION 11 1 
...,. --·· . A N 0 T HE L E A V I N G V E C T 0 R S X [ 3 l . .. _ , 
. THE ENTEKING VECTOR IS XC 2l 
THE VALUE OF OdJECTIVE FUNCTION FOR PHASE II =·-- . 
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THE VALUE OF O~JECTIVE FUNCTION FOR PHASE I •·-. 
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•/ AND THE SUBSYSTEM IS IN PHASE = 0 
~~'~DPTIM~L HAS REACHED FOR SUBSYSTEM II 1 AFTER ·ITERATION # 2 AND THE SOLuTIONS AR~I 
,·... THE INDICES OF VARIABLES IN THE BASIS AREI · 
·.;:;.· -. u '"l 2 l . . . ····-







THE VA~UE OF CBJECTlVE FUNCTION FOR PHASE II = - 12•484848 . 
THE VA~UE OF CE!JECTIVE FUNCTIG~ FoR PHASE I = OaOOOOOO 
THE BASIS INVERSE AT END OF PHASE II .IS AS FOLLO~I .. 
1 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - ... 0. 0 0 0 0 0 0 -· Oa212l21 ·· 1a93939~ 12•4811848 
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2a66b667 OoOOOOOO OoOOOOOO '"0•333333 Oo666667 
~~~Su~STSTEM ' 2 HAS NOT REACHED OPTIMAL AFTER ITERATION # 1 
AND THE LEAVING VECTOR IS XC 3) 
THE E~TERING VECTOk IS XC ll 
THE VALUE OF DdJECTIV£ FU~CTION rOR PHASE II • 
THE VALUE OF OBJECTIVE FUNCTION FOR PHASE I • 
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loOOOOOO OeOOOOOO OeOOOOOO •laOOOOOO OtSOOOCC 
INCOMING CANDIDATE COLUMN Is GENERATED FROM SUBSYSTE~ # 2 ~~~MAST£~ PRO~LEM HAS NOT REACHED OPTIMAL AFTER ITERATION J 
AND THE LEAVING WEIGHT IS W( •302l 
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THE VA~UE OF C~JECTIVE FUNCTION FUK PHASE II = 16•500000 
THE VA~UE OF C~JECTIVE FUNCTION FoK PHASE I ~ 0,000000 
THE PIVOT E~E~£NT = OolB1818 
THE INCOMING CANDIDATE COLUMN IS u(NERATEU FROM SUBSYSTEM # 1 
~~~MASTE~ PROBLr.M HAS NOT REACHED OPTIMA~ AFTER ITERATION a 4 
AND THE L~AVING WEIGHT IS W( •102l 
THE ENTEHING WEIGHT IS W[ •401] 
inE VA~UE Of CbJECTIVE FUNCTION FUR PHASE II z 17•000000 
iHE VALUE OF C~JECTlVE fUNCTION FQk PHASE I = OaOOOOOO 
THE PIVOT ELE~~NT = 1•166667 
TnE DUAL PRICES FOR THE COUPLING ROWS AREI 
CuP 1 0,000000 CUP 
THE DUAL PRICES FOR THE CONVEXITY ROWS AREI 
CNX l 0,000000 CNX 2 OoOOOOOO CNX 
~@~0PTIM~~ HAS REACHED FOR SUBSYSTEM # 1 AFTER ITERATION # 1 AND THE SOLUilONS AR~l 
THE INDICES OF VARIABLES IN THE BASIS AREI 
0 •1 2 1. 
Xt ll · XlVAH 2;666667X[ 2l X2VAR Oe666667X[ 
THE VALUE OF C~JECTIVE FUNCTION FOR PHASE II = l2oOOOOOO 
TnE VA~UE OF CbJECTIVE FUNCTION FOR PHASE l • 0•000000 
















2o666667 o.oooodo ·- oaoooooo •Oa333333 Oe666667 
~~@O~TIM~L HAS REACHED FOR SUBSYSTEM # 2 AFT~R ITERATION # 1 AND THE SOLUTIONS AKEI 
THE· INDICES UF VARlAB~ES IN THE BASIS AREI 
0 •1 1 2 
X[ ll Y1VAR 3oOOOOOOXt 2l. Y2VAR 1o0000COXC 
THE VALUE OF caJECTIVE FUNCTION FOR ~HASE II c SaOOOOOO 
THE VA~UE OF CBJECTIVE FUNCTION FOR PHASE I = OaOOOOOO 
THE BASIS INVERSE AT END OF PHASE II IS A~ FOLLO~! 
s.oooooo 11000000 - --- OaOOOOOO - ---·o, oooooo - · -- 0!500000 
-·-. .. --· . -
o.oooooo OoOOOOOO 1•000000 o.oooooo o.oooocc 
3aOOoooo 0&000000 0•000000 2o000000 - · ·o.sooooc 
1o000000 OoOOOOOO 0•000000 •leOOOOOO 0•500000 
THE INDICES OF VARIABLESCHEIGHTS) IN THE MASTER BASIS AREI 
•301 •402 •4Cl .. . 
~r •JOll c•57142Q ~t ·402l 1.oooooo we •40ll 0•42~571 ~t 






















ThE VALUE OF CBJECTIVE FUNCTION FOR PHASE II : 17e000000 . 
ThE VA~UE OF C~JECTIVE FUNCTION FuR PHASE I = · -oaoOOOOO ·--------~--------
THE MATRIX IN~ERSE FoH MASTER AT END OF PHASE Ill - . -
17o000000 loOOOOOO 0•000000·--- OaOOOOOO .12aOOOOOC 
OoOOoOOO ---. OaOOOOOO--- 1•000000 --- OaOOOOOO- --~- OoOOOOCC 
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MASTER PROGRAM HAS REACHED OPTIMA~·AFTER 5 ITERATIONS A~O THE SOLUTlONS AREl 
X••VALUES -- --- . ------ ---- ~ 2o857143 0•285714 Oa571429 OeOOOOOO 
X••VA~UES ---- --- ---
3. oooooo ----1. oooooo---o • oooooo -- - o • oooooo ~--
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LIST OF POSSIBLE ERROR MESSAGES 
a) CONTROL CARD 'NUMBLK' IS EXPECTED OR THE NUMBER OF BLOCKS IN 
THE STRUCTURE IS NOT PROPERLY SPECIFIED. 
b) CONTROL CARD 'NUMROW' IS EXPECTED. 
c) CONTROL CARD 'NUMCOL' IS EXPECTED. 
d) INCORRECT OBJECTIVE FUNCTION NUMBER ON DATA CARD UNDER CONTROL 
CARD I OBJCOF I • 
e) DUPLICATE VARIABLE NAME SPECIFIED FOR OBJECTIVE FUNCTION NO. 1, 
BLOCK NO. 23, UNDER CONTROL CARD bBJCOF'. 
f) MORE DATA ARE EXPECTED FOR OBJECTIVE FUNCTION NO. 2, BLOCK NO. 14 
UNDER CONTROL CARD 'OBJCOF~. 
g) TOO MANY DATA SPECIFIED FOR OBJECTIVE FUNCTION NO. 3, BLOCK NO. 11 
UNDER CONTROL CARD ~BJCOF!. 
h) TOO MANY BLOCKS SPECIFIED FOR OBJECTIVE FUNCTION NO. 4, UNDER 
CONTROL CARD ~BJCOF'. 
i) CONTROL CARD 'OBJCOF' IS EXPECTED. 
j) INCORRECT BLOCK NUMBER ON DATA CARD UNDER CONTROL CARD 'MATRIX'. 
k) TOO MANY DATA OR WRONG VARIABLE NAME SPECIFIED FOR CONSTRAINT 
CUT256, IN BLOCK NO. 18, UNDER CONTROL CARD 'MATRIX'. 
1) MORE CONSTRAINTS ARE EXPECTED FOR BLOCK NO. 17, UNDER CONTROL 
CARD I MATRIX I • 
m) TOO MANY DATA OR WRONG VARIABLE NAME SPECIFIED FOR CONSTRAINT 
TRK144, IN BLOCK NO. 12, UNDER CONTROL CARD 'MATRIX'. 
n) CONTROL CARD 'MATRIX' IS EXPECTED. 
o) INCORRECT BLOCK NUMBER ON DATA CARD UNDER CONTROL CARD 1 RHS · 
p) DUPLICATE CONSTRAINT NAME USED IN BLOCK NO. 15, UNDER CONTROL 
CARD 'RHS 
q) MORE CONSTRAINTS ARE EXPECTED FOR BLOCK NO. 19, UNDER CONTROL 
CARD 'RHS 
r) INVALID STATUS SPECIFIED FOR CONSTRAINT CREW32, IN BLOCK NO. 7, 
UNDER CONTROL CARD 'RHS 
s) WRONG CONSTRAINT NAME USED FOR BLOCK NO. 5, UNDER CONTROL CARD 
'RHS 
t) TOO MANY CONSTRAINTS SPECIFIED FOR BLOCK NO. 16, UNDER CONTROL 
CARD 'RHS 
u) CONTROL CARD 'RHS 1 IS EXPECTED. 
APPENDIX E 
APPENDIX E 
COMPARISON OF THE SIMPLEX AND REVISED SIMPLEX METHOD 
SIMPLEX 
1. Less arithmetical operations. 
2. More storage space is required 
for the whole simplex tableau. 
3. No preservation of original 
matrix. 
4. Use of dense matrix. 
5. Unstable with respect to 
accumulation of rounding-off. 
REVISED SIMPLEX 
More arithmetical operations. 
Less storage is used as only the 
matrix for basis inverse is stored. 
Preservation of original matrix 
thus reinverting of matrix for 
basic inverse is possible. 
Use of sparse matrix. 
Better control in rounding-off 
error accumulation. 
